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ABSTRACT 
The majority of the teacher preparation programs in the US adhere to a traditional 
curriculum that includes foundational work, liberal arts classes, methods courses, and 
student teaching (Boyer & Baptiste, 1996; Kozleski, Gonzalez, Atkinson, Lacy, & 
Mruczek, 2013). Unfortunately, this approach rarely provides student teachers with 
opportunities to explore the role that culture plays in identity, learning, and community 
building—activities that are considered hallmarks of culturally responsive teaching 
(Artiles & Kozleski, 2007).  To address this issue, Urban Teacher Education Program 
(UTEP) was created in 2010. UTEP was a one-year program designed to better prepare 
teachers currently in the classroom to work with children who have been marginalized.  
The present study examined the opportunities that UTEP provided for teachers to 
interrogate their own thinking about issues related to (1) identity, (2) culture, (3) learning, 
and (4) assessment, and the impact it has had on their professional practices in urban 
settings four years later. To understand if the teachers’ experiences in UTEP were 
transformative and sustained this study addressed one primary question: In what ways 
have teachers professional practices changed as a result of being in UTEP? Using a 
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) lens, the study used a constant comparative 
method (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) in which codes were developed, categorized, and 
analyzed to identify themes. The teachers were interviewed, their classroom teaching 
practices were observed, and their applied projects (archived documents) were examined. 
Thematic analysis (Riessman, 2008) was used for the applied projects to categorize 
themes during each semester across all participants. The study revealed that as a result of 
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UTEP all five teachers’ made a transformation in their thinking, which is still maintained 
today and continues to impact their professional practices.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
It was through my educational and professional experience that I realized a huge 
disconnect between what I learned in my undergraduate teacher preparation program and 
what I needed to know to be an effective teacher in an urban setting. I attended a small 
private university in the southwest and participated in a teacher preparation program that 
followed what Boyer and Baptiste (1996) refer to as a traditional curriculum that included 
liberal arts courses, methods courses, foundational work, and student teaching. However, 
shortly after graduation, I discovered that while this program provided me with a solid 
foundation, it did not necessarily provide me the skills needed to work with a diverse 
student population.  
As a teacher educator, I am interested in pre-service teacher education; in 
particular, the instructional design of teacher education programs that prepare teachers to 
work in urban settings. I have worked in a number of initial teacher certification 
programs and it is through these experiences that I discovered that pre-service teachers—
who are primarily white, middle class females—are not being adequately prepared to 
work with children in urban schools. As Marilyn Cochran-Smith (2004) confirms, 80% to 
93% of the current teacher education students is white females. In addition, the statistics 
on the racial composition of teachers are astounding. Almost half of the schools in the 
United States do not have a teacher of color on staff. Ninety percent of the teaching force 
in K-12 education is white (National Collaborative on Diversity of the Teaching Force, 
2004). As a result of my work in teacher preparation, my epistemological beliefs have 
been shaped and steered me to a particular area of study in teacher education. I believe 
teacher education programs need to provide pre-service teachers with opportunities to 
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think deeply about how their background and beliefs impact their teaching with students 
who come from different backgrounds than their own. 
One of my first teaching assignments was at 36th Street Elementary School in 
south central Los Angeles, now known as the Birdielee V. Bright Elementary School. It 
was the epitome of an urban school with 100% minority enrollment, primarily 
compromised of African-American and Hispanic students. I was assigned to teach a 
modified bilingual first grade class. I immediately questioned how effective I would be 
working in this environment since I did not speak Spanish and my students were English 
Language Learners (ELL). Being a new teacher I was ecstatic about the opportunity to 
teach and excited by the challenges of this type of position so I accepted it. But there 
were a series of events during my initial week, including comforting one of my students 
that witnessed his father gun downed in a gang-related shooting, made me realize how 
poorly-equipped I was to deal with the complexities of this position. After my first week 
of teaching, I concluded I had two options: (1) resign, or (2) become conversant with my 
students and their specific cultural backgrounds.   
I pride myself on not giving up on things easily, so I elected my second choice 
and made it a priority to get to know my students, their families, and the community to 
better understand the “unfamiliar” in order to meet the needs of my students.  As my 
students were teaching me Spanish, I was teaching them English. We were learning from 
each other about each other. My students were eager to teach me Spanish and taught me 
to say “Cómo se dice en español,” which in English means “how do you say . . . in 
Spanish.” So as I would say, Como se dice “book” in español, my students would say 
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“libro.” In a sense, we created a community of learning in which teaching and learning 
was reciprocated.  
Much of what I learned in my teacher preparation program did not prepare me for 
my experience working in this urban school setting. It was not surprising that my feeling 
of being ill prepared was supported by research (Banks, Obiakor, & Algozzine, 2013; 
Darling-Hammond, 2002; Rubin, 2007). I worked with students who were immune to the 
sound of gunshots and police helicopters hovering overhead or who regularly witnessed 
drug solicitation and horrific acts of violence. School was a safe place for my students 
and I knew that I needed to communicate with them if we were going to accomplish 
anything. I was not worried about just speaking English in my classroom: I was worried 
about bridging the communication gap. Whether I needed to speak Spanish or English did 
not matter. What mattered was that my students were learning and educating me about 
what it means to work with children who come from a very different background than my 
own. The education I received in south central Los Angeles far outweighed my 
undergraduate education. Not only did I receive an education in my placement, I also 
received one about the community. I was unaware that history was being made right in 
front of me as I witnessed an urban unrest. 
I was teaching in south central Los Angeles in 1992 when the Rodney King riots 
(also known as the Los Angeles riots) occurred, just over five blocks from my school. 
The riots, lootings, and assaults were a result of the public’s outrage to the acquittal of 
four white police officers who mercilessly beat an African American man named Rodney 
King. Mr. King led the police on a high speed chase and was eventually pulled over by 
the police. The police officers insisted that Mr. King resisted arrest so they beat him 
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severely with their batons. An onlooker videotaped the incident and it did not take long 
for the video to go viral and make headlines around the world. The National Guard was 
called in to control the upheaval and schools and businesses were closed for five days. 
During this time, 53 people lost their lives and over 2,000 people were injured.  
As I drove to school on the sixth day, it felt as if I was driving through a war 
zone. Businesses were burned down and the National Guard was patrolling the area. All I 
could think about was how the riots affected my students and their families. When I 
pulled in to the parking lot, security guards were everywhere. Two of the guards had to 
unchain the gate to let me in. I entered the gym to pick my students up for class and some 
of them expressed how amazed they were that I returned to school. When one of my 
students said that he didn’t think I would come back, I asked him why. He said that he 
was afraid for me since I had white skin. I replied that my skin is not “white” but 
“blanca.” We all got a chuckle out of my response and then started business as usual. 
As a young, naïve, novice teacher, it was not until a couple years later that I fully 
understood the significance of the Rodney King Riots or realized the impact my 
experience teaching in south central Los Angeles had on my professional and educational 
trajectory. In spite of my lack of knowledge about working in urban schools, I did not 
lack the motivation to learn about my students and the environment in which I was 
teaching. My motivation to learn about my students and where they come from drove my 
research agenda. I wanted to know what aspects of a teacher education program assisted 
teachers in working with children who came from very different backgrounds than their 
own. In essence what worked and what did teachers wish they learned in their teacher 
preparation programs? I suspected that the teachers found some material and experiences 
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helpful in their teacher preparation program, but I believed that teachers, like me, felt as 
if they were not adequately prepared to work in a global society.  
Urban Teacher Education Program (UTEP): Brief Overview 
As a result of my experience in south central Los Angeles, I knew early on in my 
doctoral program the area of research I wanted to study. Specifically, I was concerned 
with preparing new teachers and helping current teachers to work with students who 
come from different backgrounds than their own.  One influential experience for me as a 
doctoral student was my participation on a research team that developed the Urban 
Teacher Education Program (UTEP)—MA program in Special Education. UTEP was a 
one-year program designed to better prepare teachers currently in the classroom—which 
we referred to as teacher residents—to work with children who have been marginalized. 
The program designers elected to use the term “resident” to signal a different model of 
teacher preparation.  Based on the medical model of a doctor earning a degree and then 
doing a residency to perfect skills in a “real” situation, UTEP sought to not only transmit 
theories of educational practice but to place residents in “real” classrooms for a 
substantial amount of time working with highly qualified mentors. The mentors were 
selected by the school administrators and met the school districts criterion for a master 
teacher.  
It was during my extensive work with the UTEP teacher residents that confirmed 
my epistemological beliefs and solidified my focus of study in teacher education. This 
experience convinced me that teacher education programs need to provide pre-service 
teachers with opportunities to think deeply about where they come from, what do they 
believe, and how do these beliefs impact their interaction with children who come from 
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different backgrounds than their own.  In this vein, one of the primary goals of UTEP was 
to provide opportunities for teacher residents to interrogate their own thinking about 
working with children who come from different backgrounds and diverse abilities, a 
process described as teacher inquiry. 
Teacher Inquiry 
When I use the term teacher inquiry, I refer to the definition used by Dana and 
Yendol-Silva (2003) that states “Teacher inquiry is as a systematic, intentional study of 
one’s own professional practice” (p. 5). This definition implies the need for pre-service 
teachers to examine their own practices and interrogate their own beliefs and assumptions 
about working with students in urban settings. When the UTEP teacher residents engaged 
in teacher inquiry they took charge of constructing their own knowledge by putting on 
their research hats. During the seminar courses, the UTEP teacher residents were 
provided with current literature that allowed the teacher residents to dig deeper in to 
issues pertaining to the program’s four themes: identity, culture, learning, and 
assessment. The residents gathered data about an issue related to one of the themes, 
analyzed it, discussed their findings, and interrogated their own thinking. Opportunities to 
openly discuss the course readings were provided and weekly reflections were required. 
The weekly reflections proved to be extremely beneficial since some students were not 
comfortable talking openly about some of the issues. One student’s reflection, which was 
written at the end of the program, provides us with hope that through a community-based 
program that provides teachers with spaces to contemplate issues related to teaching in 
urban schools can be a powerful, life-altering experience. Specifically, the student noted: 
…the end result of this year long journey in the MA program has been truly 
transformative for me personally and professionally. Reflecting back on this 
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process, in the beginning I was very uncomfortable about some of our discussions 
and readings that challenged my own beliefs and made me question why I thought 
what I did. But through this journey it was beneficial for me to talk with my peers 
about issues during the semester that enabled me to step outside my comfort zone 
and reconsider what I originally believed. My prior experience is very different 
from the children I work with, so I have to get to know my students and their 
families and the community they live in. This is the most valuable thing I am 
taking away from the program. 
 
By doing action research, discussing the uncomfortable, and gaining new insights, 
the teacher residents developed new understandings of the challenges of working with 
students in urban schools. Since the teacher residents took ownership of the new 
knowledge they constructed, they were actually making advancements in their 
professional growth. As Dana and Yendol-Silva (2003) suggested, when pre-service 
teachers discovered new information that could enrich their teaching practices, they were 
more inclined to implement changes in their classrooms that would enhance their 
students’ learning. 
As a member of the research team who assisted with the design of the UTEP 
program, I wondered if the teacher residents developed any new understandings of issues 
related to the program’s four themes—identity, culture, learning, and assessment 
(described in more detail below)—and whether this impacted their classroom practice 
like Dana and Yendol-Silva (2003) found in their study. It was with this vantage point in 
mind that I decided to investigate how the UTEP teacher residents perceive that their 
teaching practices have changed as a result of their experience in the program. This 
document describes a qualitative study designed to follow up on an original study 
published by Kozleski and her colleagues, which focused on the immediate rather than 
the long term impact of the UTEP program (Kozleski et al., 2013). I share the 
justification for restructuring teacher education programs to provide spaces for critical 
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reflection, describe UTEP, outline the study’s methods, analysis of data, discuss my 
findings, and implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Preparing Pre-service Teachers for Teaching in Urban Schools 
Marilyn Cochran-Smith (2004) informed us that 80% to 93% of the current 
teacher education students were white females. So this meant that a large number of 
white pre-service teachers would work with students of a different cultural background 
from their own (Sleeter, 2001). It was clear that the student population was becoming 
more diverse, but the teaching force is not. Only a few culturally linguistic diverse 
teachers joined the teaching profession, which was predominately white (Banks et al., 
2013). This was problematic because there was a significant disconnect between the 
socio-cultural backgrounds of minority students and low income students and their white, 
middle class teachers. As a result of this disconnect, researchers noted the following 
problems: miscommunication, cultural conflict, ineffective teaching that results in dismal 
academic achievement, lowered teacher expectations, teacher‘s negative racial attitudes 
and beliefs about racially and socially-economically diverse students, and low motivation 
amongst students and teachers (Bennett, 1999; Hollins, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1994).  
Some of the research argued that many white pre-service teachers entered their 
teacher preparation programs with negative preconceived beliefs about children who had 
different backgrounds than their own (Dana, 1992; Schultz, Neyhart, & Reck, 1996). For 
example, Schultz et al. (1996) found that pre-service teachers were naive and had 
stereotypical views about urban children; such as believing that urban children brought 
attitudes into the classroom that interfered with their learning. Another study conducted 
by Dana (1992) followed five, white, middle class pre-service teachers in their field 
experience that took place in an urban setting. What Dana discovered was that the pre-
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service teachers had expectations and made value judgments that were based on their 
prior personal experiences, which were different from those of their students. 
Additionally, the pre-service teachers referred to their students in negative terms, such as 
deprived or bad.   
Unfortunately we have not made much progress in bridging the cultural gap 
between teachers and students. Current research findings were similar to those of Dana 
(1992) and Schultz et al. (1996), which occurred approximately two decades ago. For 
instance, Watson (2011) conducted a study that looked at how teachers define urban and 
suburban. Watson interviewed 16 novice teachers that participated in a university 
Teacher Education Program (TEP) which was a one-year Master’s program with a focus 
of preparing teachers for the challenges faced in urban education. The data revealed that 
the teachers’ beliefs and values about their students, and their behaviors towards them, 
influenced the teachers’ when they measured how urban a student was. All the teachers in 
the study defined “urban” as teaching students of color. It was clear that a student’s skin 
color was factored in to the teachers’ expectations, preparation, and overall satisfaction of 
their teaching assignment. The study found that if students were more culturally 
“suburban” (as defined by the teachers) then the teachers had positive expectations about 
them; but the more culturally urban the students were, the more negative expectations 
teachers had about them.  
The cultural difference that the teachers made between urban and suburban was 
an important discovery in Watson’s (2011) study. Watson suggested that teachers 
“wanted to teach students of color but only if they had the perceived cultural resources of 
middle class, white students” (p. 31). As a result, Watson suggested restructuring our 
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teacher preparation programs to include teacher inquiry. Teacher preparation programs 
needed to provide our teacher candidates with opportunities to examine who they were, 
where they came from, what they believed, and how these beliefs impacted their 
interaction with children who came from different backgrounds than their own.  Lenski, 
Crumpler, Stallworth, and Crawford (2005) argued that teacher preparation programs 
shouldn’t just focus on helping teacher candidates develop an awareness of cultures in 
high needs schools. Instead, these programs should strive to help their teacher candidates 
develop and maintain habits of mind that enable them to value their students’ cultures 
and, in turn, acknowledge the need to consider those cultures in their teaching practices.  
By focusing on inquiry and developing a strong sense of community, it was more 
probable that teacher candidates would feel empowered to make student-centered 
decisions and to change the traditional cultures of teaching (Dana & Yendol-Silva, 2003; 
Mule, 2006).   
Most of the teacher preparation programs in the US adhered to a traditional 
curriculum that included foundational work, liberal arts classes, methods courses, and 
student teaching (Boyer & Baptiste, 1996; Kozleski et al. 2013). Unfortunately, this 
approach rarely provided teacher candidates with opportunities to explore the role that 
culture plays in identity, learning, and community building during their own teaching and 
learning, which Artiles and Kozleski (2007) considered the hallmarks of culturally 
responsive teaching. When I discuss culturally responsive teaching, I am referring to 
Geneva Gay’s (2002) definition is which she describes 
Using the cultural characteristics, experiences, and perspectives of ethnically 
diverse students as conduits for teaching them more effectively. It is based on the 
assumption that when academic knowledge and skills are situated within the lived 
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experiences and frames of reference of students, they are more personally 
meaningful, have higher interest appeal, and are learned more easily and 
thoroughly (p. 106) 
  These traditional programs focused on education through a technical lens. They 
presented pre-service teachers with knowledge about teaching through their coursework 
and field experience, but much of what they learned did not prepare them to work in a 
global and culturally diverse society (Cross, 2003; Kozleski et al. 2013). It was evident 
from some research that the traditional teacher education programs or the business as 
usual approach to teacher preparation, had not been effective in bridging the cultural gap 
that existed between white, middle class teachers and their students of color. Sleeter 
(2001) concurred that if we continued to conduct business as usual in teacher education 
we were simply widening the gap between students and teachers.  
To complicate matters, research indicated that many pre-service teachers only 
want to teach students who were like them (Hollins & Guzman, 2005; Watson, 2011). So 
what precisely does this mean? I think we can interpret this information to mean that pre-
service teachers felt more comfortable teaching children who came from similar 
backgrounds like theirs. It made sense that pre-service teachers wanted to teach in 
familiar territory, but in reality this was not the case for many of our teachers. We already 
learned from Sleeter (2001) that a large number of white pre-service teachers would work 
with students of a different cultural background, so it was imperative that our pre-service 
teachers had opportunities working in unfamiliar territories. In order for pre-service 
teachers to fully understand the culture and community in an urban school, they needed 
to be immersed in this environment so they could gain an accurate depiction of what it 
was like to teach in an urban setting (Singer, Catapano, & Huisman, S. 2010). 
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The literature informed us that white teachers tended to leave schools when there 
is a higher Black and Latino student population (Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 2004; 
Johnson, Berg, & Donaldson, 2005; Watson, 2013). Some of this attrition can be linked 
to the lack of resources available in many high minority schools, but it was apparent that 
more attention needed to be devoted to how the teacher-student cultural gap might 
influence where teachers decided to teach. Ultimately, we wanted to retain teachers, so if 
pre-service teachers embraced the unfamiliar and learned about their students and school 
community, then they are more likely to stay in the teaching profession.  
If we continued to send teachers into urban classrooms without preparing them for 
the different needs of urban youth we were what Gutierrez et al. (2002) referred to as 
participating in “demographic denial” (p. 340). As a result, teacher educators needed to 
reevaluate current practices to better prepare teachers to work in diverse settings. As 
Hollins and Guzman (2005) pointed out, the challenge was providing a quality education 
for all students.  
UTEP: A Detailed Look 
The Urban Teacher Preparation Program (UTEP) was a Master of Arts program in 
Special Education with a focus on teacher leadership for inclusive education in urban 
contexts. By inclusive education I referred to the definition by Waitoller and Kozleski 
(2013).  
We define inclusive education drawing from Fraser’s (1997, 2008) three-
dimensional conceptualization of social justice. Inclusive education should be 
based on redistributing quality educational opportunities for all students 
(dimension of redistribution), recognizing and valuing all students’ differences 
(dimension of recognition), and on creating spaces for families and students to 
participate in the decisions that affect their learning trajectories (dimension of 
representation) (p. 27). 
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The program consisted of four semesters spanning a year (summer, fall, spring, 
summer) and was designed to better prepare in-service teachers to teach in an urban 
school setting by reducing the cultural gap between teachers and their students who come 
from very different backgrounds. Students were selected to participate in the program 
because they perceived that their respective initial teacher preparation programs did not 
prepare them to work in urban schools. The program immersed students—labeled by the 
program as teacher residents—in the teaching profession by immersing them in an urban 
school and having them work closely with their assigned mentor teacher. In UTEP, urban 
schools were defined as those schools that were situated in (a) compactly populated, 
diverse, primarily minority-majority neighborhoods; (b) communities with limited access 
to financial resources, jobs, health care, transportation, physical safety and modernized 
facilities; and (c) familial cultures within communities that were historically marginalized 
by the dominant cultures within the United States (Anyon, 1997; Buendia, 2010; 
Kozleski & Smith, 2009).  
UTEP program was patterned after teaching hospitals where medical students 
refine their skills in “real life” situations in a structured learning environment by 
participating in a comprehensive residency under the close supervision of highly 
qualified and experienced mentors (Goodlad, 1990; Holmes Group, 1995). Similar to a 
residency in the field of medicine, UTEP placed teacher residents in “real” classrooms for 
a substantial amount of time, more than 800 hours, and provided them access to highly 
qualified mentors. The mentor teachers in UTEP were carefully selected by the school 
administrators and met the school districts criterion for a master teacher. The overall 
learning environment in the UTEP was called a Professional Learning School (PLS). 
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Professional Learning School   
Ideally, as Waitoller and Kozleski (2013) suggested, a PLS provided the context 
for teachers to become “career long learners, equipped with the ability of honing their 
practice as students challenge them to understand more about the complex relationships 
between identity, culture, engagement, ability, content, context, and skill development 
and mastery” (p. 9). To support teachers in achieving this goal, a PLS created an 
environment where children, families, teachers, school leaders, and researchers—all the 
stakeholders—worked collaboratively to develop and refine various approaches to 
teaching and learning in hopes to resolve the challenges faced by students in urban 
schools. It was through this type of participation that new teachers experienced a 
transformation in understanding, which led to a change in their identities, and in turn 
prepared them to participate in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). A PLS 
encouraged teacher residents to move beyond an awareness of their students’ cultures and 
instead delve deeper into who their students really were to gain “an understanding of 
valuing of students’ cultures and recognition of the need to consider those cultures in 
teaching practices” (Lenski et al., 2005, p.86).   
UTEP incorporated four components of a PLS (see Figure 1), professional 
learning, teacher development, continuous improvement of culturally responsive 
curriculum, and inquiry on equity in schools (Agosta, Graetz, Mastropieri, & Scruggs, 
2004). In UTEP a PLS was conceptualized by combining elements of a professional 
development school (PDS) and a professional learning community (PLC).  By adopting 
the features of PDS, which concentrated on the school district and university partnership; 
implementing staff development to bridge theory and practice; and using the component 
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of a PLC that shared the vision of change and continual improvement (Hoffman, 
Dahlman, & Zierdt, 2009), the UTEP PLS was formed. The PLS was designed to foster 
collaboration amongst all parties involved to reach a common goal, that is, ways to 
improve student outcomes. The four components of a PLS are described in more detail 
below.  
Professional learning. With professional leaning, a wide range of stakeholders—
from teacher residents, mentor teachers, site coordinators, and site professors—
collaborated to design and engage in professional learning about the problems of practice 
that occur in classrooms in their partner schools. This helped convey the idea that 
learning was a community endeavor and that classrooms were ideally situated to support 
professional growth. Ideally, as a school embraced a professional learning model, the 
entire faculty engaged in learning projects that improved outcomes for students. Ideally, 
all participating teachers engaged in collaborative learning with their colleagues. By 
observing each other teach, planning curriculum together, reviewing and assessing 
student work, professional learning could transform teacher practice and, in turn, improve 
student outcomes. 
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Teacher development.  When you combined professional learning with 
professional development, you had teacher residents and other faculty developing their 
knowledge base about new and emerging practices together. This collaborative venture 
could take on many forms including teacher residents and faculty taking courses together, 
co-teaching, creating reading groups, or meeting regularly on a particular topic. Overall, 
collaborative opportunities were provided and encouraged to help teacher residents and 
faculty dig deeper into a particular area like leadership or curriculum. 
Continuous improvement of culturally responsive and inclusive curriculum. 
The teacher residents’ were not only acquiring knowledge about ethnic and cultural 
diversity in the program, but they also practiced culturally responsive practices by 
incorporating what they learned about their students’ cultures into their instructional 
strategies and curriculum (Gay, 2002). Teacher residents gained knowledge about 
creating curriculum and lessons that provided students with a variety of entry points, so 
Figure 1. Components of a PLS 
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all their students could find a way to connect and participate in the lessons. To make sure 
the curriculum met the needs of diverse learners it was crucial that the teacher residents’ 
learned about universal designs for learning (UDL) to gain knowledge about using 
multiple strategies, activities, resources, technologies, and assessments (Rose & Meyer, 
2002, 2006; Rose, Meyer, & Hitchcock, 2005).  
Wu (2010) explained that UDL is  
the shared vision that general and special education teachers have a key role to 
play in constructing inclusive and meaningful learning environments for all 
students through multiple means of knowledge presentation, engagement in 
learning and action, and expression. This vision can only be translated into 
practice when teachers cross the departmental or curriculum bridges between 
special and general education and truly collaborate to design many-sizes-for-all 
UDL-based curricula (p.10).  
 
UTEP adopted this shared vision and incorporated UDL into the curriculum and 
emphasized collaborative teaching. 
Inquiry on equity in schooling. The teacher residents examined their own 
practices and interrogated their own beliefs and assumptions about working with students 
in urban settings. It was important to the faculty working in UTEP to have the teacher 
residents’ understand the importance of being life-long learners. To reinforce this 
practice, the program emphasized the need for teachers to understand teaching and 
learning as inquiry that requires on going action research on their own practice as well as 
ongoing professional learning about advances in their field (Hudspith & Jenkins, 2001). 
In the seminar courses, the UTEP teacher residents read and discussed current 
literature that allowed them to dig deeper in to issues pertaining to the program’s four 
themes: identity, culture, learning, and assessment. The teacher residents gathered data 
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about issues related to the themes, analyzed it, discussed their findings in the seminar 
course, and interrogated their own thinking about the topic(s).  
Admissions and Faculty  
UTEP adopted the university’s admissions criteria. Prospective students needed to 
meet specific requirements for admissions including having a Baccalaureate degree, 
meeting a minimum undergraduate grade point average, submitting three letters of 
recommendation, and providing a letter of intent. The letters of recommendation and 
letter of intent were viewed through the lens offered by Levine (2006), who suggested 
that teacher preparation programs should recruit and admit those students with the 
capacity and motivation to become successful teachers, where success is measured by 
positive student learning outcomes. Those students with letters of recommendation and 
letter of intent that suggested they had the capacity and motivation for success were 
admitted if they met the other criteria. 
Levine (2006) identified faculty composition as another critical factor impacting 
the quality of a teacher education program. Ideally, the faculty were productive scholars 
and skilled practitioners with expertise aligned with the program’s curriculum and goals 
as well as the needs of public schools including the students and their families. Faculty 
were selected to participate in UTEP based upon their willingness to approach it as an 
opportunity to engage in ongoing inquiry with other faculty, to build and sustain a 
professional community, to increase student learning through the study of instruction and 
curriculum, and to provide a nurturing environment for preparing teachers for successful 
careers.  
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The Curriculum  
Levine (2006) also offered nine criteria that he used to judge the quality of teacher 
preparation programs in the US. Three of his criteria were used to guide the design of the 
UTEP curriculum including curricular coherence, curricular balance, and critical 
importance. First, Levine identified curricular coherence as critical for program quality. 
This was a well-organized knowledge base that was congruent with the program’s 
purpose and targeted outcomes. Another criterion, curricular balance, argued for 
balancing the instruction a program offers in the context of university classrooms with 
the need for student teachers to work in schools alongside successful practitioners 
(Cochran-Smith, 2003). The last criterion, critical importance, focused on ensuring that 
teacher education programs support accessible, high quality, and useful research. At 
every step in the design process, these three criteria were used to shape the UTEP 
curriculum.  
The curriculum was also designed to convey the importance of evidence-based 
practice. There was substantial research evidence indicating that individual teachers 
improved student achievement when they used specific evidenced-based practices 
(Nourgaret, Scruggs, & Mastropieri, 2005). UTEP explicitly integrated evidenced-based 
content into the curriculum and conveyed this practice to the teacher residents so they 
could appreciate which curricular elements can be impacted by evidence-based content. 
For instance, the practicum and seminar courses that teacher residents took each semester 
allowed them to see how theory, research, and practice work together. Teacher residents 
in these courses were taught how to incorporate evidence-based practice into their 
classrooms and conducted action research. 
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The UTEP curriculum was also shaped by the belief that the teacher residents 
should learn to critically consider their own thinking and reflect on their beliefs about 
working with children drawn from diverse urban settings. To help accomplish this goal, 
UTEP developed four themes that teacher residents needed to reflect on each semester 
including: (1) identity, (2) culture, (3) learning and (4) assessment (see Figure 2). The 
program provided opportunities for teacher residents to be immersed in an urban school 
setting while thinking critically about issues surrounding these four themes. The goal was 
to encourage the teacher residents to critically reflect on their own thinking in regards to 
creating learning spaces for students with diverse backgrounds, skills, interests, and 
abilities (Kozleski & Waitoller, 2010). The critical reflection component was aligned 
with the work of Howard (2003) who proposed that critical reflection was an attempt “to 
look at reflection within moral, political, and ethical contexts of teaching” (p. 197).  
Every semester, teacher residents were required to take a seminar course that promoted 
teacher inquiry. During this course, teacher residents read pieces from current literature, 
openly discussed them, and engaged in critical reflection in an effort to gain a deeper 
understanding of the issues they encapsulated.  
Problem based assessments (PBAs).  Problem Based Assessments (PBAs) were 
created that corresponded to the UTEP standards, content knowledge, and concurrent 
practices in the schools. These PBAs formed an assessment system that evaluated teacher 
residents’ developing knowledge based on courses, seminars, online learning, and 
ongoing discussions, as well as students’ performance in the PLS schools. As teacher 
residents progressed through the program, they were introduced to PBAs and were 
provided scaffolding guidance to successfully complete the assessments each semester. 
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The PBAs were designed so that residents would demonstrate their learning around the 
four themes that grounded the program: (1) Identity, (2) Culture; (3) Learning; (4) 
Assessment (see Appendix A for course descriptions). These themes were incorporated in 
the curriculum across four semesters. Figure 2 provides an overview of the project’s key 
components, which is followed by a description of each semester and the PBAs that were 
embedded in each one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The coursework in the UTEP program was designed to engage teacher residents 
in critical learning and analysis of both theory and instructional methodology. The 
emphasis on theory was intended to provide candidates with a solid foundation to support 
their decision making regarding the selection, implementation and adaptation of 
Figure 2. The UTEP Curriculum 
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instructional methods based on the ever-changing needs of their students. Coursework 
was aligned to support the development of knowledge and skills necessary for students to 
complete their PBAs and their applied projects. (See Appendix B for a seminar course 
syllabus). 
Semester 1: Identity. During the first semester in UTEP, teacher residents 
developed an understanding of the cultural histories and traditions that they bring with 
them to teaching. They became aware of the values and beliefs that filtered their 
understanding and capacity to teach others. Teacher residents embraced the cultural work 
of teaching and learning and, in doing so, were expected to reshape their own normative 
assumptions about social, cultural, and intellectual capital. As reflective teachers, 
graduates from UTEP were expected to develop a set of dispositions and habits that 
would shape their identities as learners, writers, and readers, engaged in self and peer-
assessment, inquiry, and cultural observers and mediators as lifelong practices. 
In the practicum course there was a focus on collaborative teaching (Friend & 
Cook, 2006; Mastropieri et al., 2005) which brought general and special education 
teachers together to work collaboratively to provide quality instruction to students with 
various needs. This collaboration was a crucial skill set necessary for teachers to have 
when working in response to intervention environments (RtI) (Fuchs & Fuchs, 2001; 
Mastriopieri & Scruggs, 2005; Speece, Case, & Molloy, 2003; Vaughn & Fuchs, 2003). 
Since collaboration was crucial in co-teaching, the teacher residents were afforded this 
opportunity in their practicum course (Please see Appendix C). The co-teaching 
component in the practicum was adapted from the work of Sands, Kozleski, & French 
(2000).  
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In terms of PBAs, teacher residents completed a written identity autobiography 
that defined and explored the concept of teacher identity from a cultural historical 
perspective. For this assignment, teacher residents used readings and personal 
experiences to explore their own culture and beliefs and how those experiences shaped 
their expectations of their role as teacher, their aspirations as a new professional, and 
their commitment to working with children in urban settings. At the end of semester one 
the teacher residents had to present their identity autobiography in their seminar class. 
Semester 2: Culture. In the Culture semester, teacher residents began to 
understand that schools were places of cultural work in which the cultures of students, 
families, teachers, and administrators who worked and studied there interacted with the 
cultures of schooling. Cultures were negotiated in and through everyday practices among 
people and policies that were intended to emancipate and empower. Teacher residents 
sought to understand the types of knowledge that children bring with them to school and 
to learn ways to bridge home and school cultures, to help ensure that students and 
teachers alike learn and transform through these interactions (González, Moll, & Amanti, 
2005). UTEP’s curriculum was grounded in culturally responsive teaching and learning. 
It was designed to convey to the teacher residents the importance of leveraging the assets 
that students from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds brought to school 
when they structured and implemented the curriculum in their own classrooms (Artiles & 
Kozleski, 2007; Cochran-Smith, 2004; Kalyanpur & Harry, 2004).  
With regard to PBAs, through the completion of three case studies the teacher 
residents’ interviewed three separate students, and were expected to discover their 
students’ personal cultures including evidence of specific cultural frameworks such as 
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religion, socio-economics, family structure, friendships, and community support. As the 
teacher residents were really getting to know these students, the information they 
collected gave them a better understanding about using the data to develop more 
culturally responsive lessons and curriculum. Towards the end of the semester, teacher 
residents researched the community assets available within a five-mile radius of their 
school site and created a brochure with the data they collected. This constituted their 
community assets map assignment. 
Semester 3: Learning. During the learning semester, teacher residents learned to 
create and lead learning environments that were conducive to positive social interaction, 
active engagement in learning, and self-motivation. The teacher residents’ became 
knowledgeable about evidence based practices. The levels of positive behavior supports 
(PBS) were introduced for a school-wide approach to preventative measures, for 
culturally responsive behavioral competence and socialization as well as school-wide 
mental health services, and supports (Adelman & Taylor, 2005; Rutherford, Quinn, & 
Mathur, 2004; Sugai & Horner, 2002). Skills in differentiating and early intervening 
(Harry & Klingner, 2006; Mastropieri et al., 2006), which were essential for each student 
to be academically and socially successful, were also practiced and refined during this 
semester.  
In terms of PBAs during semester 3, teacher residents researched and discussed 
their site’s school-wide RtI approach for academic and behavioral interventions, and 
created a three-part BIP including Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary intervention (Sailor, 
Dunlap, Sugai, & Horner, 2009). For this assignment the teacher residents were required 
to attend three Intervention Team (IT) meetings at their school. Part 1: Primary Class-
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wide Behavior Management Plan was created and implemented. Part 2: Secondary 
Behavior Intervention Plan: teacher residents’ selected three students they were 
concerned about to observe more in-depth than at the primary level and write-up case 
studies on each student. Part 3: Tertiary Behavior Intervention Plan: teachers chose one 
of the three students from their secondary case studies and implemented that student’s 
BIP for two weeks (10 school days).  
Semester 4: Assessment. In the final semester, teacher residents learned about 
the importance of using assessment as a tool for end-beginning year planning and 
instruction. Residents learned to integrate standards-based formative and summative 
assessments on multiple levels and for various purposes to design the most appropriate 
instruction materials and methods to meet the developing needs of every student.  
With the current P-12 educational climate’s emphasis on accountability and 
achievement of state curriculum standards, practicing teachers must be able to understand 
and use standards-based assessment. In particular, they need to use this information to 
inform their teaching practice as well as develop assessment and individual education 
program planning skills for RtI and traditional special education assessment processes 
(Fuchs, Fuchs, & Stecker 2010; Quenemon et al., 2003). So it was during the assessment 
semester that the teacher residents gained experience implementing RtI (Mastropieri et 
al., 2005). Since evidence-based practices for teaching in core content areas such as 
literacy (Klingner, Vaughn, & Boardman, 2007; Speece & Ritchey, 2005; Vaughn et al., 
2006; Vaughn & Linan-Thompson, 2004), and science and math instruction (Fuchs et al., 
2006; Montague & Jitendra, 2006) can be seen as preventative in Tier 1 and 2 of RtI. It 
was generally considered good practice for special and general education teachers to 
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work together in the classroom to ensure that personalized interventions were 
incorporated into daily classroom experiences, particularly those interventions with 
increasing levels of support. The UTEP curriculum stressed the importance of these 
assessment issues. 
With regard to PBAs for semester 3, teacher residents submitted three separate 
student case studies with a complete description of student supports and experience in 
Tiered interventions. The teachers’ had to select students for the case studies that 
represented each RtI Tier (i.e. one student at Tier 1, one student at Tier 2, and one student 
at Tier 3). The case studies included an ABC gathering method, results charts/graphs, 
objective description of targeted behavior (observable and measurable), and replacement 
behavior and results. In addition, by the end of the third week of semester 4, residents 
were required to revisit their identity autobiography PBA from semester one to determine 
if there were changes in their teacher practices over the last four semesters.  
Master’s applied project. Each of the program’s four semesters allotted time for 
the teachers to focus on their research, writing, and complete a quarter of their applied 
project. The applied project was based on multiple state and federal teaching standards 
that were analyzed and used to create the PBAs in UTEP. The PBAs from each semester 
constituted the students’ applied project. To graduate from UTEP all teacher residents’ 
must pass both the written and presentation portions of their applied project (Please see 
Appendix D for an example of a PPT presentation).  
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Evaluation of UTEP’s Impact 
Initial Study: Examining Concurrent Impact 
The research conducted by Kozleski et al. (2013) reported the findings of a 
qualitative study that was conducted during an 18-month period focusing on the 
concurrent impact of the UTEP program. The study followed the experiences of nine 
teacher residents, their clinical teachers, site coordinators, site professors, and principals 
in three professional learning schools located in an urban school district during their 
participation in the program. The study examined the tensions that occurred in teacher 
preparation when theory interconnected with the context-bound realities of daily life in 
schools and the politics that come in to play which restrict the opportunities for inclusive 
education. The data revealed three themes that emerged as teacher residents negotiated 
their understanding of and commitment for inclusive education: (a) critical reflection as 
an emergent practice, (b) whose learning, and (c) the trouble with behavior. Ultimately 
the study showed that despite the tensions that arose in the three themes, the teacher 
residents did make advances in their teaching that provided more opportunities for 
inclusive education to be practiced at the three PLSs. This study was designed as a follow 
up to Kozleski et al. (2013).  
Present Study: Examining Sustained Impact  
As a lead participant in the initial study and a member of the program 
development team, I was very curious to learn if the teacher residents have made any 
additional, long-term changes in their teaching practice as a result of UTEP and how they 
have maintained what they learned from the program. I returned to two of our partner 
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schools four years after the teacher residents graduated from the UTEP to discover what 
long-term changes, if any, have occurred. 
A criticism leveled at current teacher preparation programs is that they often 
prepare their graduates to simply perpetuate the dominant culture, practices, and 
knowledge (Kozleski & Waitoller, 2010). By focusing on technical skills rather than 
skills needed for reflection, graduates of these programs are often poorly equipped to 
examine how adopting this dominant cultural lens may continue the inequities found in 
urban classrooms. In contrast, the UTEP was designed to help its graduates become 
aware of and critically examine ways in which the dominant culture, practices and 
knowledge impact the classroom, and to explore ways of making the classroom more 
inclusive to all cultures on an ongoing basis. 
One of the primary ways in which the UTEP attempted to accomplish this goal 
was by exposing students to a diverse set of cultural and socioeconomic settings. In these 
diverse settings, teacher residents worked closely with their clinical teachers to reflect on 
their role in creating inclusive and participatory classrooms. Teacher residents were 
encouraged to consider ways of including their students’ culture into everyday 
educational practice including the curriculum. To understand the impact that UTEP had 
on the teachers’ practices, this study was designed to address the following question: In 
what ways have teachers professional practices changed as a result of being in UTEP? To 
address this question, I interviewed the teacher residents, observed them in their 
classroom teaching and interacting with their students, and analyzed their applied 
projects/archived documents.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD 
Participants and School Sites 
In the fall of 2014, I returned to two of the three elementary schools from the 
original study: Coppermine and Zuni. The participants included in the study were five 
former graduates of UTEP.  There were two teachers at Coppermine: one Latina and one 
white female. At Zuni, there were three teachers: two white females and one Latina 
teacher. In the Kozleski et al. (2013) initial study, nine teacher residents were included 
and they were spread out across three schools. When I contacted Coppermine and Zuni 
Elementary Schools at the outset of this study, I found that only five teachers from the 
original study were available to participate in this follow up. The other four had either 
relocated out of state or were unable to participate. All five of the teachers were from the 
same cohort (cohort 1) and entered UTEP so they could better meet the needs of all their 
students in an urban setting (Please see Table 1 below for participant information).  In the 
following section I describe the demographics of the two schools that I worked with. The 
demographics were represented in the schools in 2010 when the UTEP program 
originated and when the research team from the initial study began collecting data.  
Table 1.  
Participants 
Participants Race 
Years Teaching 
Up to 2015 
Spoken 
Language 
School Teaching 
Assignments 
Kim White 11 English 
Zuni:  
General Education 
Nina White 15 English 
Coppermine:  
Special Education –  
Self Contained 
Debbie Latina 7 English 
Coppermine:  
General Education 
Noelle  White 9 English and Zuni:  
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Spanish Special Education 
Breanne Latina 5 
English and 
Spanish 
Zuni:  
General Education 
 
The two elementary schools I worked with are located in the Grass Valley School 
District (GVSD). The GVSD serviced 21 schools with approximately 12,000 students. 
The 21 schools in the GVSD consisted of 14 elementary schools that ranged from grades 
kindergarten through five, a developmental special needs school, four middle schools that 
served grades six through eight, and a K-8 traditional school. The GVSD was an urban 
district and was located in one of the largest metropolitan areas in the US. Unfortunately, 
GVSD did not meet their annual yearly progress goals for several consecutive years prior 
to the conception of UTEP in 2010. In response, GVSD was under a great deal of 
pressure from the state department of education and the district to meet the increasing 
number of accountability demands (Kozleski et al., 2013).   
Coppermine was located in a low-income neighborhood with a large number of 
Latino and Yaqui students. When UTEP started, Latino students comprised 60% of the 
750 students in Coppermine, while students with Yaqui background comprised 22% of 
the total enrollment. African American students comprised 9% while students from Asian 
background comprised less than one percent, and White students compromised 8% of 
Coppermine’s student enrollment. ELLs accounted for 46% of the school population 
compared to the state average of 16%, and 94% of ELLs report Spanish as their home 
language. Furthermore, 84% of the families whose students attended Coppermine 
qualified for the free/reduced lunch program.  
Zuni elementary school was located in a working class neighborhood and it had a 
long history of being a neighborhood school. This meant that all students attending Zuni 
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were not bussed to the school; they walked since they lived in the neighborhood. There 
were 852 students enrolled at Zuni from which 74% came from a Hispanic background 
and 17% came from an African-American background. Only 4% of the population of the 
school came from a White background, 3% from a Native American background, and 2% 
were Asian/Pacific Islander. English language learners compose 59% of the school 
population, and students eligible for the free or reduced-price lunch program made up 
89% of Zuni’s student population.  
Data Sources   
There were three sources of data used in this study: semi-structured interviews, an 
observational tool that included field notes, and archived documents (the participants’ 
applied projects). The data sources and their purpose are captured in Table 2. 
Table 2.  
Data Sources and Their Purpose 
Data Sources Purpose 
Semi-Structured Interviews 
Shared participants’ beliefs about the changes that have 
occurred in their professional practices. The interview 
questions focused on the semester themes; identity, 
culture, learning and assessment 
 
Observational tool with field 
notes 
Demonstrated changes in teachers’ professional 
practices in; curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, 
classroom management, and classroom design. 
Provided clarification for what I saw during my 
observation/visit 
 
Applied Projects 
Identified themes during each semester across all 
participants in the areas of identity, culture, learning 
and assessment 
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I elected to use semi-structured interviews since I wanted to capture the teachers’ 
perceptions and opinions regarding aspects of UTEP and if necessary, probe them for 
more information and clarification. Semi-structured interviews were typically conducted 
in conjunction with observations, and the questions were predetermined questions that 
were open-ended (Dicicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006).  
The most convenient time for the teachers to be interviewed was after school. All 
the teachers consented to being recorded during the interview process and I also took 
notes. The interview questions (see Appendix E) for this study were designed to have the 
teachers reflect on their experience in UTEP, share what they learned from the program, 
and what they had implemented in their classrooms. I created five questions that I felt 
would capture information from each semester to show changes in the teachers’ 
professional practices. After observing the teachers in their natural environment and 
taking notes, I felt it was important for me to get their perspectives recorded in their own 
words. Glesne and Peshkin (1992) discussed the significance of interviewing by having 
“the opportunity to learn about what you cannot see and to explore alternative 
explanations of what you do see is the special strength of interviewing in qualitative 
inquiry” (p. 65).  
The main purpose for conducting participant observations was to gain a better 
understanding of the teachers’ practices in their natural setting. An observational tool was 
created that also included field notes (see Appendix F). This tool was used during my 
classroom observations and visits so I could watch a teacher’s instructional lesson, 
observe the interaction between the students and teacher, and record what I saw. This 
method was less intrusive since the teachers’ did what they normally do in their natural 
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environment without being disturbed by the researcher. The observational tool was 
designed using some of the components from the original studies field notes form. The 
tool showed that the teachers’ practices fell in one of the following stages; early, 
developing, or transforming, in the following categories:  curriculum, pedagogy, 
assessment, classroom management, and classroom design. The early stage indicated 
learning about and planning for practice has become important to the teacher. The 
developing stage was when practice was reflected in teacher planning and instruction. 
The transforming stage meant the teachers’ thinking and work reflected a depth of the 
knowledge, skills, and values needed to live in a pluralistic society.   
To gain additional information about the teacher residents’ experience in UTEP, I 
examined the teachers applied projects. I wanted to learn if the teachers’ narratives 
provided more detailed information about their trials and tribulations during the program. 
The applied project included multiple state and federal teaching standards that were 
analyzed and used to create the PBAs, which followed the semester themes of identity, 
culture, learning, and assessment. When completed, the PBAs constituted the teacher 
residents’ applied project. Unlike other programs where students complete a project or 
thesis at the end of their program, UTEP teacher residents completed a portion of their 
PBAs each semester. Part of the applied project required the teachers to reflect after each 
semester and discuss their experience. In essence the applied projects were narratives of 
the teachers’ journey throughout the program that would contain information about 
changes, if any, which occurred in their professional practices. Since the applied projects 
were completed in 2010, I was curious about any changes that occurred and if these 
changes were still being maintained today.  
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Procedure 
The procedure consisted of three phrases. During Phase 1 (summer 2014), the 
teachers applied projects were analyzed using thematic analysis. I examined the projects 
and identified themes from each semester—identity, culture, learning, and assessment—
across all participants. These themes would later be compared to the thematic outcomes 
found in the interview and observational data. In addition, I worked with the school 
district during this phase to secure support in visiting the teachers’ classrooms in Phase 2. 
After I received district approval, I contacted the teachers to confirm their participation in 
classroom observations and interviews.  
In Phase 2 (fall 2014) I conducted participant observations and semi-structured 
interviews while simultaneously coding and analyzing the data. I interviewed the 
teachers, took notes, and recorded their responses. The interview questions were created 
in hopes to capture pertinent information from each semester, including the PBAs that 
were measured. I included code words and phrases that I listed under each question that I 
listened for in the interviews (see Appendix E). These codes were later used to develop 
themes. In addition, I included elaboration and clarification probes that were asked when 
I needed to clarity on a topic. 
I spent three days (Monday through Wednesday) from 8:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m., 
at each school site observing the teachers’ professional practices. The following week on 
Monday and Tuesday, I returned to the school to conduct member checks and interview 
the participants. At the beginning of September I made informal visits to the school sites 
to spend a day with the teachers and their students. I wanted the students to get to know 
me since I would be returning later in the semester to collect data. By visiting the 
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participants’ and their students earlier, I did not have to spend much time during my data 
collection week getting to know them or the classroom dynamics. Since there were 
multiple teachers at each school site, I would observe one teacher while the other was at a 
“special” (i.e. music, physical education) and then vice versa. Using this approach 
allowed me to maximize my time at the school while collecting data. 
Since I collected and analyzed data simultaneously throughout the entire study 
(Kolb & Hanley-Maxwell, 2003) in phase 3 (spring 2015) I categorized the data collected 
and coded during Phases 1 and 2 into emerging themes. I then used the thematic data to 
compare the teachers’ professional practices to the participants’ applied projects. This 
comparison allowed me to see what changes, if any, occurred between their experiences 
in the program three years ago and how they were currently engaged in their professional 
practices. 
Data Analysis 
As previously noted, there were three sources of data for this study: semi-
structured interviews, observational tool with notes, and archived documents from UTEP 
program (participants’ applied projects). Using a Grounded Theory lens, I applied the 
constant comparative method to code and analyze the data at the same time to develop 
concepts (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). Grounded theory was developed by Glaser and 
Strauss (1967). It was an approach in which theory emerged through qualitative data 
analysis. When researchers used grounded theory they utilized a variety of platforms to 
gather, categorize, and refine the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In order to develop 
grounded theory, the literature reported that making constant comparisons and applying 
theoretical sampling was required (Creswell, 2007; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Taylor & 
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Bogdan, 1998). The constant comparative method “combines systematic data collection, 
coding, and analysis with theoretical sampling in order to generate theory that is 
integrated, close to the data, and expressed in a form clear enough for further testing” 
(Conrad et al., 1993, p. 280).  As a result of using the constant comparative method, the 
data revealed emerging themes from the interviews, observational tool/notes, and applied 
projects that allowed me to examine what makes the data different and/or similar.  
Riessman (2008) delineated four main methodological approaches to narrative 
analysis: thematic, structural, dialogic/performance, and visual. I used thematic analysis 
in my study since I focused on the content of the teachers’ narratives and not how the 
narrative was written. This form of analysis was close to grounded theory but kept the 
story intact and often used prior theoretical concepts. Thematic meanings and 
understanding the ‘point’ of the narrative were emphasized over language and form. 
Thematic coding involved identifying passages of text that were related by a common 
theme and cataloging them into categories to discover thematic ideas. I created a thematic 
coding sheet that I utilized for the applied projects to organize the data (see Appendix G). 
Confidentiality 
 Confidentiality was maintained by using pseudonyms for the district, schools, 
and participants’ names. An information letter (see Appendix H) was created that 
explains the purpose of my study and the teachers’ role as participants in the study. All of 
my notes, recordings, and additional materials for the study are kept in a locked file. 
Teachers were reminded that their participation is strictly voluntary, and that they can 
withdrawal at any time. In addition, the letter reassures the teachers that their job would 
not be affected by their participation.  
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Researcher Biases 
My involvement with UTEP over the years required me to play three different 
roles: (1) coordinator (2) instructor, and (3) researcher. As Maxwell (2013) noted, it was 
not about “eliminating a researcher’s theories, beliefs, and personal lens” (p.124); it was 
about the researcher being cognizant of their values and beliefs and how they may 
influence the outcome of the study. Since I had an existing professional relationship with 
the participants, I was not exactly sure how this might impact my study. When I collected 
and analyzed my data, I kept several questions in mind:  Will the teachers tell me things 
that they thought I wanted to hear? Or are they genuinely being honest about their 
experience in UTEP? Some of the teacher residents in UTEP I had worked with in both 
their undergraduate and graduate teacher preparation programs, so I needed to make a 
conscious effort to monitor myself regularly to ensure that my subjectivity did not 
influence the outcomes of the study. However, due to the various roles I played in UTEP 
I developed a positive working relationship with the teachers’ so they were comfortable 
with me and my presence in their classrooms.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 
My ultimate goal in conducting this study was to explore the sustained impact of 
UTEP on teachers’ professional practices. After numerous years of working in teacher 
education programs, I am still perplexed by the fact that as educators, we are preparing 
teacher candidates for the teaching profession, but there is still a lack of research that 
addresses the effectiveness of teacher preparation programs (Grant, 2006). We need to 
find out what transpires when our teacher candidates begin their teaching careers. As 
Grant (2006) contends, “[w]e need to know what happens when they come face to face 
with students, families, and communities beyond student teaching and implement that 
which they learned through the programs we design” (p. 298).  I am pleased to report that 
my research findings support that UTEP impacted the participants’ professional teaching 
practices in a variety of ways.  
By exploring the impact the program had on teachers’ professional practices, if 
any, I needed to answer my research question: In what ways have teachers professional 
practices changed as a result of being in UTEP?  The following results demonstrate that 
the program, in some way, impacted all five teachers’ professional practices. In this 
section I share the results from my data sources to support the impact that UTEP 
continues to have on the teachers’ professional practices and discuss the themes that 
emerged through the data. I elected to organize this chapter by taking a closer look at 
each of the data sources: interviews, observational tool and notes, the participants’ 
applied projects (archived data), and my interpretation of the findings. 
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Interview Findings 
All five teachers signed a consent form to have their interviews recorded and I 
also took notes during them. Any information that was recorded but not captured in my 
notes was later added to my documentation so I had a thorough account of what the 
teachers’ comments. The interview questions were designed to address each semester 
theme: identity, culture, learning, and assessment. This was done in an attempt to identify 
which aspects of the program, if any, impacted the teachers’ professional practices.  In 
addition, I wanted to capture any additional thoughts the teachers might have, so one of 
the questions was designed to give the teachers an opportunity to share additional 
information. During the interviews I did ask the teachers to expand on or clarify their 
response by following up with probe questions (Kvale, 1996), which are included in the 
interview protocol. While I conducted the interviews, I listened for key phrases or key 
words that could later be used to code and categorize the data.  
When I first entered graduate school I thought codes and themes were 
synonymous. It was not until I conducted research in UTEP that I fully understood the 
difference between the two. As Saldana (2008) makes it clear, codes and themes are not 
synonymous. Saldana states that “[a] theme is an outcome of coding, categorization, and 
analytic reflection, not something that is, in itself, coded. . .”  (p. 13). So it was through 
my analysis process that the codes ultimately developed themes. 
Question 1 
When the teachers were asked how they view their identity in a multi-cultural, 
urban setting, some of the responses supported the notion that they benefitted from 
having time over the course of a semester to interrogate their own thinking about where 
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they come from has altered their identity. Nina explained, “I used to think my kids were 
brought up like me, but now I think about where my students are coming from to be 
supportive of their different needs…I want my students to bring their culture into the 
classroom” (Nina, interview, 2014). I followed up with Nina and asked her what she 
meant by “brought up like me.” She replied, “I thought my students had similar 
experiences to me growing up.” One potential inference from this is that it was during 
Nina’s experience in the program that her thinking shifted and she no longer believes that 
her students are raised like she was. As a result of Nina’s experience in UTEP, she thinks 
about where her students come from now so she can support their learning and meet their 
diverse needs.   
Kim has recognized that she is continuing to learn about who she is. As Kim 
continues to learn more about her identity, she actively supports her students doing the 
same. “I am continuing to learn about my identity so I can assist my students in learning 
about who they are. I love learning about different cultures!” (Kim, interview, 2014). 
When I asked Kim what she meant by “continuing to learn,” she said that “our identity is 
always changing.” It was clear that Kim was still learning about her identity and was 
excited to learn about her students. It has been four years since Kim began the urban 
teacher preparation program, so I believe it is safe to assume that Kim’s recognition that 
identity is not static and continues to evolve was influenced by her experience in UTEP. 
Breanne also addressed her identity and shared how it had changed since learning 
about her own heritage as a result of her involvement with the program. Breanne spoke 
about her Latino heritage as being a huge part of her identity. She shared, “I am a Latina. 
I know what it is like to feel marginalized so I want all my students to be comfortable 
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with who they are and where they come from” (Breanne, interview, 2014). Since Breanne 
alluded to having experiences in which she felt marginalized, I probed her more by 
asking Breanne if she could provide an example of her being marginalized. Breanne did 
not hesitate to provide a recent example. She shared, “I had difficulty with a teacher on 
staff. People referred to it as a personality conflict, but it was more than that, I knew the 
teacher had issues with me being Latina and felt that I was less than her.” As a result of 
Breanne feeling she has been marginalized, she makes every attempt to have her students 
respect individual differences in her classroom. “I rearrange my students’ desk every 
week to make sure they work with different peers. This helps students learn more about 
each other and respect different viewpoints.” I wanted to clarify what Breanne meant by 
viewpoints so I shared with her that I was confused about what she means and Breanne 
elaborated and said, “Viewpoints as in different beliefs.”  
Debbie and Noelle both discussed the same theme: multicultural material. These 
teachers discussed utilizing more multicultural material in their classroom to meet the 
needs of their students. Debbie and Noelle try to actively use multicultural material as 
much as possible. “I try to incorporate multicultural material across all subjects” (Debbie, 
interview, 2014). Noelle stated that she “uses a variety of materials with her students that 
they can relate to” (Noelle, interview, 2014).  I asked Debbie what she meant by 
multicultural material and she stated that she uses a variety of books and examples that 
represent different cultures. After I probed Noelle and had her give an example of 
material her students respond to, she discussed how she uses activities and topics that her 
students are interested in. 
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Question 2 
Question two elicited responses that shed more light on the ways in which the 
teachers’ thinking has transformed. Engaging in reflective practices on a regular basis 
allowed the teachers to gain a better understanding of their students and their families. As 
the teacher residents’ learned more about their own culture and their students’ and 
families’ culture, they learned about culturally responsive practices to assist them in 
creating a more inclusive, engaging, and meaningful learning environment. 
When asked the question “In what ways do you feel better prepared to work with 
students who come from different backgrounds than your own?” Nina reiterated what she 
stated previously about initially thinking that her students were raised like she was and 
recognizes now that is not the case. “I am more empathic . . . just because parents are not 
helping with homework does not mean they do not care. . .I am more understanding of 
different cultures and belief systems” (Nina, interview, 2014). Noelle echoed Nina’s 
thinking and shared that she keeps the book that was utilized in the culture semester on 
hand as a resource. “I refer back to the book we used in the culture semester to develop 
cross cultural competency. I understand that there are other cultural norms” (Noelle, 
interview, 2014). Kim, who we learned earlier likes learning about other cultures stated, 
“I just don’t focus on myself and my culture, and I encourage my students to talk about 
their cultures” (Kim, interview, 2014). I asked Kim if she could provide an example of 
when students talk about their culture and she explained that she wants her students to 
share about their families customs whenever possible. Along these same lines, Breanne 
strives to create a classroom climate in which her students share their different 
viewpoints. “All of my students are different, by this I mean they have different 
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viewpoints that they bring to school. We share these viewpoints with each other” 
(Breanne, interview, 2014).  
In this question I was hoping more teachers would discuss the community assets 
map (key phrase) that was created during the culture semester because I received glowing 
feedback from the teachers that worked on their maps when they originally participated 
in UTEP’s seminar class. Debbie was the only one who discussed this exercise. “I learned 
so much about the community surrounding our school from the community assets map 
assignment” (Debbie, interview, 2014). I followed up with Debbie and probed her for 
more information. “What did you learn about the community?” Debbie immediately 
responded and said she could not believe all the resources that were in the community. It 
is worth noting that in the applied project section, Debbie describes a variety of 
community resources that she learned about that can assist her students and their families. 
It was not until question five that another teacher spoke about the community assets map 
assignment. However, in the applied projects more teachers discussed the benefits of 
learning about the school community.  
Question 3 
This question, “[e]xplain how your learning and assessment practices honor your 
identity and your students’ cultures,” produced more code words and phrases than any 
other question. The learning and assessment semesters had technical elements included in 
them that the teachers found beneficial. The technical component was important to the 
teachers since there will be times in their career that they will need to know how to 
effectively administer assessments to address students learning needs. Both the schools 
that participated in the study have implemented RtI.  Kim stated “We use RtI and I think 
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this approach is fairer for all my students” (Kim, interview, 2014). When I shared with 
Kim that I was not sure what she meant, she responded that she likes that students are 
placed in different tiers to assist them before they are tested for special education. I 
believe it is fair to say that Kim would agree with Noelle when she discussed RtI as being 
a proactive approach. Noelle also shared that she utilizes Positive Behavior Intervention 
Support (PBIS). “In my position now as a special education teacher I am using PBIS and 
working with the RtI team before a student is referred to special education for testing” 
(Noelle, interview, 2014). Debbie talked about how she differentiates her lessons, but 
noted that she was unable to do so on state or district mandated test. “The state or district 
mandated testing does not allow this. I don’t have a choice! I gotta test. I do differentiate 
my lessons” (Debbie, interview, 2014). I wanted Debbie to expand on the subject of 
assessments, so I asked if she could share what she does in the case of non-mandated 
tests. Debbie indicated that her classroom assessments were derived from the curriculum 
and she helped her students through the assessments. Debbie explained that she provides 
additional instruction and examples if she needs to so her students do not get frustrated 
during the assessments. 
Nina and Breanne talked about using culturally responsive teaching strategies. 
Nina incorporates her students’ cultures into her teaching. “I use topics or pictures from 
students’ culture in assessment and learning practices” (Nina, interview, 2014). Nina’s 
response left me uncertain of what she precisely meant so I asked her to provide 
examples of a topic and pictures. In response, Nina talked about how she uses pictures of 
diverse groups and topics that her students can relate to, such as movies, books, etc. I 
found Breanne’s response to be the most reflective since she discusses multiple entry 
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points for her students which is align to UDL. “I use other learning strategies besides 
lecturing to reach my students. I need multiple entry points for my students. I am 
reflecting on my own learning and making allowances for other learning strategies for my 
students” (Breanne, interview, 2014).  I asked Breanne what she meant by reflecting on 
her own learning and she explained that she benefits from learning more about her own 
students and reflecting on learning strategies that work. “Not every strategy works for 
each student so I need to use a variety of strategies to reach all my students.” 
Question 4 
Three of the responses to question four suggested that the teachers had shifted 
their thinking from all about “me” to all about “them,” and them included both students 
and their families. When asked how she viewed her students’ cultures, Debbie reported, 
“I respect my students and their families. I get to know them” (Debbie, interview, 2014). 
Breanne indicated that she respected all the different cultural norms that students bring 
into the classroom, “students don’t have to make eye contact with me. I respect their 
cultural norms. There are varied cultures in the classroom and I appreciate all my 
students and their families” (Breanne, interview, 2014). Kim shared that she prefers to 
work in an urban setting because she wants to learn about different cultures. “I love 
learning about other cultures, so I prefer working in a diverse setting. I am more sensitive 
to my students’ and family’s needs because of cultural differences” (Kim, interview, 
2014). I asked Kim to clarify what she meant by cultural differences and Kim responded 
that there more than one way to do things. Noelle views her students’ cultures as “unique, 
different and special” (Noelle, interview, 2014). She also voiced that she advocates for 
“accepting difference and learning about one another.” Nina has realized the importance 
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of bringing her students’ cultures into the classroom. “My students’ cultures are a very 
important part of them. Understanding my students helps me relate to them and use 
things to motivate them and keep them engaged” (Nina, interview, 2014). 
Question 5  
Question five was created to provide the teachers with an opportunity to share 
additional information about other components of the program that was not addressed in 
questions 1 through 4. The teachers were asked, “Is there anything else you took away 
from your Master’s program that has impacted your teaching practices in an urban 
setting?” And the teachers’ responses to this question provided additional suggestive 
evidence that some aspects of UTEP had impacted their professional teaching practices. 
It was apparent that question five was the one the teachers were most comfortable 
addressing. Maybe this was due to the interview session coming to a close or that the 
teachers felt that they had the option to share additional information, but regardless, all 
the teachers wanted to share final thoughts.  
Debbie, who is a general education teacher, spoke about how the special 
education components of the program were the most helpful for her professional practice. 
“I really liked the special education aspects of the program. This really helped me to try 
different strategies” (Debbie, interview, 2014).  Debbie also shared that she loved her co-
teaching experience in UTEP. Noelle also expressed how she enjoyed co-teaching. 
Noelle, who has taught general education in the past and is now a special education 
teacher, also appreciated the assessment semester. “I liked having the opportunity to co-
teach. I liked the technical component of the assessment semester because we actually 
learned how to assess students.  Now I know how to assess my students in special 
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education” (Noelle, interview, 2014). When discussing the co-teaching component of 
UTEP, I had Debbie and Noelle expand on their co-teaching and both teachers would 
love to be co-teaching now but there is a lack of support from administration at both 
schools. 
When I asked Kim to respond to question five, she let out a big sigh (it was 
captured on the recorder), “I don’t get easily frustrated anymore because I am more 
sensitive to students’ needs and patient with them” (Kim, interview, 2014). I followed up 
with Kim by asking, “so you got easily frustrated in the past?” and she explained that in 
the past she grouped all her students together, now she thinks about each student and their 
individual needs.  
Breanne referred back to the culture semester and how learning about the school 
community through the community assets map assignment was particularly valuable. By 
using examples from the community in her classroom, Breanne shared that she now able 
to make learning more meaningful for her students. “I use examples from the community 
that are relevant and meaningful for my students. Try to make learning more meaningful 
for students’ by incorporating real life and cultural examples” (Breanne, interview, 2014). 
In Nina’s response below it is clear that prior to her experience in UTEP she viewed her 
parents through a deficit lens: 
I am more empathetic now and non-judgmental. I use to think Oh! The parents 
aren’t taking care of their child, but I don’t think that way anymore. I want to 
understand my students’ situations and this makes me a better teacher. I thought I 
was understanding before, but I was judgmental. (Nina, interview, 2014) 
 
Observations 
Early in the fall semester of 2014, I made informal visits to each teacher’s class to 
spend a day getting to know her students and then I met with each teacher afterschool to 
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discuss her participation in the study. I also received each teacher’s daily schedule so I 
could begin organizing the formal observations. I spent three full days—Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday—at each school site observing teachers’ lessons and their 
interactions with their students. The following week, on Monday and Tuesday, I returned 
to the schools to interview the other teachers and conduct member checks. Prior to the 
interview session I was able to conduct member checks in regards to my observational 
notes and have the teachers either agree or disagree with what I captured in my notes. In 
addition, after the interviews, I went back over the notes I had taken with the 
interviewees to check the completeness and accuracy of the information to add credibility 
to the study (Creswell, 2007).  
In the original study conducted by Kozleski, et al. (2013), we created a field notes 
form and observational tools that were used during teacher observations and classroom 
visits. I took elements from both the fields note form and observational tools that were 
relevant to this study and revised the material to create an observational tool (please see 
Appendix F). I took field notes on what I observed in the following areas: curriculum, 
pedagogy, assessment, classroom management, and classroom design. The observational 
tools in the original study listed teachers’ professional practices under one of three 
phrases: early, developing, and transforming. Since I wanted to learn if the teachers’ 
professional practices were transforming as a result of their experience in UTEP, I 
focused on the transforming descriptors for each of the five areas.  
UTEP implemented research based teaching and learning practices in each of the 
five areas to better prepare teachers for working in a pluralistic world. Replicating the 
analysis process I utilized for the interview data, I identified key phrases and words from 
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the transforming phase of the observational tool in UTEP. The data was coded, 
categorized, and analyzed to produce thematic outcomes. I arranged this section by listing 
the areas that were observed and their transforming descriptors, and then describing the 
relevant aspects of my observations with the teachers. 
Curriculum 
In UTEP, teachers had opportunities to think about how identity and culture 
influence teaching and learning, and to implement research-based curricula. The program 
incorporated curricular elements that would assist in the development of highly qualified 
teachers. The practicum and seminar courses that teacher residents took each semester 
allowed them to see how theory, research, and practice work together. Teachers learned 
how to incorporate evidence-based practice in their classrooms. 
All the teachers in the study followed the district-adopted curriculum. The 
curriculum is research based and scripted. Utilizing a scripted curriculum leaves little to 
no room for deviation; however, I observed that all five teachers deviated from the script 
in order to make allowances for students learning (i.e. providing additional examples, 
making connections to students prior knowledge, and including information that students 
can relate to). Some teachers even supplemented their lessons with material that they felt 
was more relevant and meaningful for their students as opposed to exclusively using the 
material from the district’s curriculum.  
Prior to my observation with Debbie, I asked to see the curriculum. Debbie 
informed me that the curriculum is new and aligned with the common core standards. 
Debbie shared her frustration about the district changing the curriculum regularly and 
said the new curriculum is too scripted. “The curriculum is so scripted. The students can 
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only use a pencil for the writing program and no crayons for their pictures, but I let my 
first graders use crayons anyways” (Debbie, observation, 2014). When I observed 
Debbie’s math lesson on closed shapes, she used her required curriculum, but taught the 
lesson by having her students join her on the floor and use mini white boards and work in 
pairs. Debbie explains to me that the script does not say to use white boards, but she 
utilizes them and manipulatives as much as possible so her students follow along. It was 
clear that the students enjoyed using the white boards and working with a partner. Every 
student was writing on their board, collaborating with their partner, and engaged in the 
lesson. 
When I observed Breanne’s lesson on fractions, she shared with me that her 
students have a math journal and write down everything that she does on the doc cam. 
Breanne also follows the required curriculum for math but expressed her concern about 
how confusing the curriculum can be. “The new math curriculum is really confusing at 
times so I just use my own examples and model what the students need to do” (Breanne, 
observation, 2014). During the lesson when Breanne was following her script and 
explained what a fraction is, the students looked perplexed. Breanne announced, “Quick 
change. The model in the book is too confusing, so I am going to make a change. 
Everyone look up at me.” Breanne turned off the doc cam, pushed it aside and 
demonstrated fractions by using paper and markers. After Breanne showed her students a 
few examples of fractions by folding the paper in to sections and shading areas of it, it 
was clear the students were starting to grasp the concept. Breanne did not think that all 
the students were ready to move on to work independently so she asked every student to 
get out a piece of paper. Breanne wrote some fractions on the white board that the 
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students had to show their answer by using their paper and crayons. After Breanne 
instructed the students to work on solving some problems independently, she walked up 
to me to and said, “I have to do a lot of quick changes with this curriculum to assist my 
students.” 
Another math lesson I observed was in Nina’s classroom. Nina teaches in a self-
contained classroom and maintains a caseload of seven students (K-2nd) with the support 
of two Instructional Assistants (IA). Nina has worked with her IAs for two years and told 
me numerous times how much she appreciates them. Nina’s math lesson was a review of 
counting by fives.  The lesson took place on the floor in which everyone sat in a circle. 
The IAs sat by students who needed assistance sitting up. Since the class was running 
behind schedule the lesson was brief. Nina started singing to get the students attention 
and then the students chimed and finished the song with her. After the song, Nina called 
on students to repeat numbers after her. She incorporated counting by fives into a song. 
When Nina called on a student he/she would have to state the number that the class left 
off on. For example 5, 10, 15, 20, etc…incorporating music (singing) in to this lesson 
was definitely effective and kept the students engaged. I followed up with Nina after my 
observation and asked her about the math curriculum since I did not see evidence of one. 
Nina exclaimed that she follows the scripted curriculum, but sometimes supplements her 
lessons with activities and strategies that she has learned about through researching the 
internet. It was encouraging to learn that Nina is including supplemental material in her 
lessons that she has researched to be successful. 
Noelle, who teaches special education, works with the general education teachers 
to meet her students IEP goals. She also uses the same curriculum used in the general 
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education classes but makes the necessary modifications for her students. Since Noelle, 
Kim, and Breanne are at the same school and share some of the same students they have 
continued to engage in collaborative practices to meet their students learning needs. 
Pedagogy 
When looking for a transformation in the teachers’ pedagogy, I wanted to observe 
the teachers’ utilizing pedagogical practices that included regular reflection, anti-bias 
practices, positive perspectives on parents and families of culturally and linguistically 
diverse students, and a variety of teaching strategies to actively engage students.  For the 
strategies that were implemented for student engagement, I was hoping there would be a 
connection to a variety of different learning styles; including cooperative, peer, audio-
visual presentations, lecture, discussions, inquiry, etc. . .and I did observe teachers 
making this connection. 
When I observed one of Breanne’s writing lessons her students were preparing to 
research an animal of their choice and write a report. There was also a project component 
to this writing assignment in which students could draw a picture of their animal, create a 
brochure, organize information on a poster, or construct a diorama. Breanne began her 
lesson by reviewing information about a research paper. She went over all the 
requirements of the assignment and then the students had time to research and write. 
Students checked out library books on their selected animal and read their books to 
collect data. As the students were writing, Breanne noticed that some students were 
disengaged because they were having difficulty with organizing a paragraph. She called 
these students to the back table and asked them to just to make a list of their information 
opposed to writing a paragraph. Breanne shared that at a later time she will help the 
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students turn their lists in to paragraphs. The students returned to their desks and were 
more motivated to write a list of information. As the students continued to research their 
topics and share exciting information about what they discovered with the peers at their 
table, Breanne passed out a letter for her students to take home. At the conclusion of 
Breanne’s lesson, I asked for a copy of the letter that the students were taking home. 
Breanne gave me a copy and explained that for any assignment that requires the student 
to do some work at home, she sends a note explaining the assignment so her families are 
kept in the loop.  
Noelle advocates for as many of her students as possible to be in the general 
education classroom, but reminded me at her school some students are pulled out to work 
with her in her classroom. I observed a short history lesson with Noelle and her 5th grade 
student. Basically, Noelle was assisting the student in finding information in his textbook 
to address his questions on the Boston Tea Party. The student was asking Noelle 
additional information about the Boston Tea Party and if Noelle did not know the answer 
she and the student researched the question using their iPads (as a resource teacher, both 
teacher and students had iPads). After Noelle’s lesson she shared with me that the student 
she was working with usually stays in the general education classroom, but his teacher 
said he was having a really off day and asked if she could work in her classroom or the 
hall with him. Noelle selected to work in her classroom today. “Even though the student 
is supposed to be in an inclusive setting, I have to work with him in the hall or my 
classroom a lot, not very inclusive, right?” During my observation I did not detect that 
the student was having “a really off day,” so I told Noelle that I must have missed 
something.  Noelle exclaimed that I did not miss anything and she believes the teacher 
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doesn’t like him because of the way she treats him. I followed up with Noelle and asked 
how the collaboration is with the student’s teacher and she said, “It isn’t the same type of 
collaborative relationship I have with other teachers. When I collaborate with her it is 
more like listening to what she thinks is best.” I believe that the collaborative practices 
Noelle has with Breanne and Kim are indeed collaborative, unlike the collaboration with 
the student’s teacher that seems one sided. 
When I observed Nina’s reading lesson, she began her lesson with a read aloud. 
All of her students and her two IAs joined her on the “reading rug”. It was obvious that 
the students had assigned spots on the floor and the IAs were assigned particular students 
to assist. The story was about rhyming words. As Nina read the story, she would stop 
occasionally and ask the students what were the rhyming words in the sentence. The 
students were eager to be called on Nina let each student respond who wanted to. After 
the story was finished the students worked at three different tables. Nina was using a 
scripted program to teach a phonemic awareness lesson at her table and the other two 
tables had activities that each student worked on with the instructional assistants (IAs). 
One IA was reviewing letters and words with the students and the other IA was assisting 
the students in creating a word chain using their high frequency words. The word chain 
table was a huge hit since the students were able to use glue, scissors, and markers to 
make their chains.  
As I walked around the classroom and visited each table, I asked the IA who was 
assisting with the word chains where the concept came from and she informed me that 
Nina found it in an educational magazine. When I sat at each table and observed the 
students and teachers I felt as if I was observing a community of learners (Rogoff, 1994). 
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Both the students and teachers are active learners in their classroom community. As 
Rogoff notes,  
The children and adults together are active in structuring shared endeavors, with 
adults responsible for guiding the overall process and children learning to 
participate in the management of their own learning and involvement. Children 
coordinate with other children and with adults, contributing to the direction of the 
endeavor, with overall orientation and leadership provided by adults but with 
some leadership provided at times by children (p. 213).  
  
At the tables where the IAs were facilitating the activity, the students did not have 
to sit and work quietly. They were permitted to talk with their neighbor, share their work, 
and assist each other. As the teachers were learning from their students, the students’ 
were learning from them. 
Debbie and Kim teach first grade at two different schools. Despite teaching in 
different contexts, both teachers share similarities in their pedagogy. When you initially 
walk in to their classrooms, you would think there was a great deal of chaos. But, on the 
contrary, it was more like organized chaos that was aligned with the lesson. Students 
work together at different stations to complete activities and share their learning with one 
another. There was a great deal of student talking going on but it was educational 
conversation. In essence the talking was part of the students’ learning and promotes a 
community of learners opposed to passive participants.  
I was able to observe a reading lesson by both teachers. In Kim and Debbie’s 
classrooms, the reading objectives were listed on the board and the students stated the 
objective prior to the lesson. Not only do the students’ state the objective in Kim’s room, 
but they also shared in their own words what the objective meant to them. After the 
objective was reviewed both teachers instruct their reading lessons by utilizing the 
scripted curriculum. After the whole group lesson, students rotated stations/centers while 
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a small group of students work with the teachers. I was amazed that in both classrooms, 
the students who were not working in the small group with the teacher did not interrupt 
the teacher. The students’ went to centers/stations that had activities the pertained to 
concepts that students’ have learned and that they could work on independently or 
collaboratively. The students had freedom to walk around from station to station and 
converse with each other about what they are doing. There were students sitting on the 
floor working and at tables. It was clear that the students had a choice where to work, just 
as long as they were working.  
Since I had a chance to touch base with Kim right after my observation, I asked 
her if the teachers could implement activities and other material in their lessons that they 
felt would benefit their students. Kim expressed that teachers have to follow the 
curriculum but they have more leeway in how they can implement the activities 
pertaining to their lessons. Kim explained that if her students were not reaching their 
benchmarks or showing progress on the state mandated tests, her teaching would be 
scrutinized. I interpreted what Kim shared to mean that it was more of teacher preference 
to have students complete activities; because Debbie was not comfortable with a perfectly 
quite room, she wanted her students to talk and assist one another in the learning process. 
When I walked around Debbie’s room during my observation, she made sure that I knew 
she wanted her classroom to feel like a community. I sensed that she felt the need to 
justify her classroom environment because the students were talking about their learning 
and I observed this was not the case in the other first grade classroom adjoined to her 
classroom. Kim and Breanne also practice this approach of promoting conversations of 
learning in their classrooms. Just as I experienced in Nina’s room, an environment 
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supporting a community of learners, I also felt that way in Debbie, Kim, and Breanne’s 
rooms.  
Assessment 
In terms of assessment, the teachers learned in UTEP about the importance of 
using assessment information to inform their instructional practices. Whether it was at the 
beginning or end of the year, the teachers were taught to use assessment information to 
design their lessons to improve student outcomes. Against this background, I was hoping 
to observe teachers using assessments to provide opportunities for students to 
demonstrate new learning in multiple ways and by building on their own cultural 
knowledge.  
The state mandated test is administered annually in April and, as a result, the 
teachers start preparing for it as early as September. The teachers at Zuni were constantly 
reminded about the pressures of the state mandated tests by the graphs posted for each 
teacher with their students’ progress on the state assessments posted on the walls 
throughout the school. As a result, I suspect some of the teachers placed added pressure 
on their students to perform well since the testing results were so visibly displayed. 
During my observations I only observed informal assessments. These assessments 
were in the form of activities, assignments, and exit tickets. At the end of Breanne’s math 
lesson on fractions, she gave each student an exit ticket (strip of paper) and they had to 
solve the problem on the ticket. Once the students solved the problem on their ticket they 
presented it to Breanne so they could exit the classroom and head out to recess. As I 
walked with Breanne outside to recess I asked her about the exit tickets. Breanne shared 
with me that she uses exit tickets on a regular basis because they are a quick way to get a 
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handle on if her students understood the lesson. She reviews the exit tickets and then 
organizes math groups for the following day’s lesson based on the outcomes of the exit 
tickets. If students appear to share to same misunderstanding or misconception that needs 
to be remedied, they are put in the same group so Breanne can assist them more 
efficiently during independent work time.  
In Nina’s reading lesson, she had a table/station organized for the students to 
create a word chain that consisted of the students’ high frequency words. The premise 
behind high frequency words is that these words are the most commonly used words in 
printed text so students should know them by the end of the school year. Since each grade 
level has their own set of high frequency words, Nina, as a K-2 teacher, had students’ 
working on different word lists. Nina and her IAs reviewed the word chains with her 
students and once they demonstrated that they knew the current words on their chains, 
they would add more word links to their chains. 
Debbie checked her students understanding of “closed shapes” by having her 
students draw one on their white board and show it to her. After Debbie checked all the 
students white boards it was clear that there were still a few students who were still not 
grasping the concept. In response, Debbie took the white boards of these students and 
called them back to the instructional table to provide additional instruction while the 
remainder of the students did their independent work.  
It was very evident that the assessments in all five observations were focused on 
providing formative assessment information for improving learning and teaching. The 
teachers assessed how well their students were learning what they were teaching. I also 
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noticed the assessment information being used to make modifications in their learning 
environments. 
Classroom Management and Design  
All five teachers had their classroom rules posted in their rooms. The classroom 
rules were also aligned with the school’s general expectations of their students. I 
observed a great deal of student engagement during the observations and since the 
students were engaged, there were not major discipline issues. Clearly, the classroom 
management plans were intended to minimize down time, maintain student 
discipline/behavior, and maximize student engagement in the material. The teachers 
reinforced positive behavior and utilized effective strategies to redirect off-task 
behaviors. Reinforcement of school-wide norms and use of school-wide routines was 
evident.  
The classrooms had anchor charts on the wall to support student work and reflect 
establishment of rituals and routines as well as student work. Each classroom was 
configured so the students were able to move around the room freely and access materials 
(i.e. books, manipulatives, and school supplies). It was evident that some teachers were 
practicing elements of UDL by providing their students with a variety of strategies to 
match their learning styles, allowing students to show what they learned in multiple 
ways, and honing in on students’ interest and utilizing that information in lessons to 
increase student engagement (Rose & Meyer, 2002, 2006; Rose, Meyer, & Hitchcock, 
2005).  
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Applied Project 
Each semester the teacher residents were able to complete a portion of their 
applied project by addressing the PBAs included for that semester. These PBAs followed 
the semester themes of identity, culture, learning, and assessment and, once completed, 
constituted the students’ applied projects. In essence the applied projects were an account 
of the teachers’ stories of their trials and tribulations while in UTEP. I wanted to analyze 
their stories and identify themes that occurred across all the participants. The teacher 
residents completed their applied projects in December of 2010 and I wanted to compare 
the old data to the new data from 2014 that I collected through observations and 
interviews. I wanted to learn what practices, if any, have the teachers’ still maintained 
from UTEP. In the section below I will share some of the teachers’ stories for each of 
semester. I was not surprised to find that there was more information in the area of 
identity and culture than there was for Learning and assessment.   
Identity 
An examination of the students’ applied projects make it very clear that during the 
identity semester all five teachers’ experienced a change in their identity as captured in 
their identity autobiography. When the teachers had the opportunity to critically reflect 
on who they are and where they came from, four teachers realized that their experiences 
had been very different than those of their students. One teacher felt as if her experiences 
were more similar to their students than different. Even though similarities did exist for 
Breanne, all of the teachers felt that they had a shift in their identity. Breanne discusses 
how UTEP validated some of her ideas. “The program helped validate ideas and thoughts 
I have had over the years and helped put a name to things. Through practice and 
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reflection, I have learned how to be an increasingly more conscious practitioner” 
(Breanne, archived documents, 2010). 
Even though Breanne expressed in her project that the neighborhood she grew up 
in was similar to the one she teaches in, through UTEP’s practice and reflection activities, 
she gained additional insights that made her a more conscious practitioner. Breanne made 
a clear distinction between the teachers she had when she was a student and her 
experiences as a teacher. “Seeing the children’s faces in my classroom take me back to 
my own childhood except that looking back at them is a teacher similar background, with 
brown skin like theirs and who speaks and understands their home language” (Breanne, 
archived documents, 2010). 
Debbie, Nina, and Noelle shared in their applied projects that by the end of the 
program they were able to see the influence that their respective personal identities had 
on teaching and learning. Debbie stated, “I have a new view of how personal identity 
plays a part in everything you do. All the experiences you have created the person that 
you are” (Debbie, archived documents, 2010). Nina shared that her identity was 
influenced by all her experience in the identity semester. “For one thing, my identity and 
the identity of others is something I now think about. I realize how it strongly influences 
everything we do. When we understand how we’re all different but still connected, we 
build strong relationships” (Nina, archived documents, 2010). 
Nina elaborated on the benefits of knowing the identities of others. “As a teacher 
in an urban school, it has been very effective in enhancing my social and cultural 
development to understand not only my identity but the identities of everyone in my 
school community.” After Noelle had time to reflect on her family history and personal 
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experiences, she realized that these two components shaped her assumption of what good 
teaching is and alludes to her assumption being incorrect. “In exploring and 
understanding my identity, I have learned about myself and my role as a teacher. I am 
more conscious of my preconceived notions and how my actions in the classroom 
influence my students” (Noelle, archived documents, 2010). 
Kim made a profound discovery when she was asked during the program to 
consider whether she was afforded certain privileges as a member of the dominant culture 
that are not granted to groups outside of it. “Knowing that I am a privileged person before 
I even walk into my classroom plays a part in how I conduct myself with students who 
are from different cultures and backgrounds” (Kim, archived documents, 2010). Kim 
conveyed that returning to school has not only helped her become a better teacher, but it 
has also been instrumental in influencing her identity and planning for her students. “The 
socio-economic class and cultural needs are very diverse and vastly different from my 
own. I am becoming much more socially and culturally aware of the students’ I am 
teaching and the ways I can best help them” (Kim, archived documents, 2010). 
In UTEP, there was emphasis placed on bridging the gap between home and 
school to help increase student success. Teachers addressed this issue by learning more 
about their students and their families. All the teachers in the present study mention in 
their applied project that they reached out to their families more by making 
communication a priority. It was in Breanne’s narration of her journey in UTEP that she 
shared a particularly poignant comment that beautifully captures the importance of 
reflecting on our identity and the identity of others. 
The point of biographical examination of oneself is to understand the ways in 
which we perceive things. It is to help teachers realize that everyone comes with a 
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particular cultural construct from which they have assembled their own unique 
experiences. This is powerful. Understanding one’s own identity and validating 
the perspectives of others, that are based on their experiences, helps create an 
understanding of students and their families which bridges the gap between home 
and school. It makes for more effective and meaningful teaching. (Breanne, 
archived documents, 2010) 
 
Culture  
Each teacher completed three case studies on three different students. The 
teachers interviewed the three students to learn more about them, their families, and their 
cultures. By doing this exercise the teachers learned a lot about these students.  Kim 
shared that through the case studies she learned about the students’ different cultures and 
their experiences, which has helped her to better meet her students’ needs. “Talking to 
my student’s I learned that the better I understand their culture and their experiences the 
better teacher I will become and the more our classroom will be a community of inclusive 
leaners” (Kim, archived documents, 2010). Debbie also learned about her students’ 
different cultures.  
From these studies I learned, that I need to be aware of the different cultures that 
are in my class, and that attend our school. Each culture shares some similarities, 
but they also have many differences. As an educator I need to know a little bit 
about each culture, so that I can create a positive classroom environment that is 
open to all cultures. (Debbie, archived documents, 2010) 
 
Noelle appreciated the opportunity she had to explore her own culture and learn 
more about her students’ cultures through the case studies. In addition, Noelle talked 
about how student learning is more meaningful when it is linked to real life and her 
students’ backgrounds. Noelle and Breanne agreed that they have become aware of the 
importance of implementing more culturally responsive teaching practices.  
By understanding my own culture and those of my students, I have been able to 
develop a more positive classroom environment in which students and teacher 
alike appreciate and accept one another.  Learning is more meaningful when it is 
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connected to real life and cultural experiences and students feel more comfortable 
taking risks.  I am able to implement more culturally responsive teaching 
practices in which I take students’ prior knowledge and backgrounds into account. 
(Noelle, archived documents, 2010) 
 
Teachers need to know their own identity and understand the cultural lenses with 
which they view their students and their families in order to facilitate student 
success. This is a vital first step in becoming a more culturally competent teacher 
and using more culturally responsive practices. (Breanne, archived documents, 
2010) 
 
Nina revealed that she was not practicing culturally responsive practices in her 
classroom prior to her involvement in UTEP. Nina candidly shared that she could be very 
judgmental. She was basically using a negative lens when viewing some of her families 
as having a lack of involvement in their child’s education. As a result of her experience in 
UTEP, Nina felt more culturally aware.  
Before beginning this program I was admittedly not culturally responsive.  I was 
taking my own norms and values as being the norms and values all people should 
have.  At times I could be very judgmental towards my students' families.  I 
couldn't understand why some families didn't put a lot of importance in school.  I 
at least felt that they didn't place a lot of value on education because I didn't see a 
lot of family involvement with their children's education.  I now take into 
consideration the individual families and their individual cultures. (Nina, archived 
documents, 2010) 
 
According to the applied projects, most of the teachers’ appreciated learning 
about the community surrounding their school during the culture semester. The teachers 
worked in teams to research the community assets available within a 5-mile radius of 
their school site and created a handbook that included a physical map showing the 
location of each asset, a description of offerings, and contact information. It is safe to say 
that all the teachers were amazed at all the resources that were in their school’s 
community. Noelle was excited to share in her applied project that the community assets 
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map that her team created during the program as a class activity ended up actually being 
used by the school as a resource that was distributed to families.  
Learning and Assessment 
I decided to combine learning and assessment into one section since they both 
included technical components. In the learning semester the teacher residents’ discussed 
the implementation of RtI as a school wide intervention approach at both schools. The 
teachers’ narratives in the learning semester read like a report and provided me with 
technical information about how their school implements RtI.  
To make learning relevant and meaningful for the teacher residents’ they were 
able to discuss their school’s RtI approach for academic and behavioral supports in their 
applied projects. The teacher residents’ shared information about their schools RtI team, 
universal screening plan, progress monitoring, and academic interventions that are in 
place for tier one, two and three. The teachers’ did create BIPs in their learning practicum 
course and then that information was used later on in their case studies for the assessment 
semester.  
For Coppermine and Zuni’s school wide approach to RtI they put into practice a 
universal screening plan that they used to identify any students who are struggling at the 
beginning of the year. To ensure that appropriate supports could be provided for these 
students, the teachers’ created case studies about three different students who fell into 
each tier of RtI. In addition, during this semester the teacher residents’ revisited their 
identity autobiography from semester one and identified any changes that occurred, if 
any, during their year long journey. For the case studies, the teachers had to select a 
student that fell in Tier 1, 2, and 3 of RtI, and required academic and behavior supports. 
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This assignment required the teachers to build on information they learned in semester 
three in the practicum course about BIPs and incorporate new information from semester 
four.  
Progress monitoring is a vital part of RtI and can be used to monitor all students, 
not just students with exceptionalities (Fuchs & Fuchs, 2008). All five of the teachers 
discussed the importance of the progress monitoring tools in their applied projects. In the 
area of reading both schools use Curriculum Based Measurements (CBM) and Dynamic 
Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) to track their students’ progress. In 
math, both schools utilized the common formative assessments (CFA) for their grade 
level to track their students’ math progress. Basically the information provided by all the 
teachers in their applied projects regarding the RtI component for their case studies was 
virtually the same. Both school sites have an identified RtI team, use DIBELS for 
universal screening, and adopted the same progress monitoring tools in each grade level. 
Since RtI is relatively new at Kim’s school she expressed how valuable it was for her to 
learn more about the approach.  She noted: 
Learning about the RTI process has been a valuable tool and a great learning 
experience.  It has made me more conscious of the data that I keep for my 
students and how I should interpret that data.  At my current place of employment 
we are just beginning to implement the RTI, so it has been great learning so much 
about the process. (Kim, archived documentation, 2010) 
 
Brianne shared her frustration about interpreting all the data and then making 
sense of what it all means. “The many test scores were challenging to interpret and even 
more challenging to explain in a manner that parents would understand” (Breanne, 
archived document, 2014). Noelle, who teaches special education, discussed how she 
discovered the power of RtI in placing students’ in the least restrictive environment 
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through progress monitoring and assessment. “In the past, before RtI, students were 
identified and immediately referred for special education when they truly did not belong 
there. With interventions in place we can better support our students in their appropriate 
goals” (Noelle, archived document, 2014). 
I was curious to learn if the teachers discovered anything new about themselves as 
they revisited their identity autobiography from semester one. Kim and Breanne both 
recognize the importance of reflective practices. When Kim reflected on the beginning of 
her journey in UTEP, she talked about how having the opportunities to reflect on who she 
is and how this process helped her open up her eyes to the teacher and person she would 
like to become. By exploring her own identity, Kim learned about strategies that would 
allow her to meet a variety of her students’ needs, “I feel better equipped to meet the 
needs of the diverse student population in my room, culturally, academically, and 
socially” (Kim, archived documents, 2010). Breanne wrote about the act of reflection 
being the most powerful tool she has learned in UTEP. “Reflecting carefully is molding 
me into a more conscious practitioner” (Breanne, archived documents, 2010). Breanne 
also discussed that she learned not to use a deficit lens when viewing her students, 
families, and culture because she feel this is a dangerous way of thinking that can lead a 
person down a path in which lower expectations are set for students and a cop out for not 
accepting responsibility to give all students a high quality education.  
When Noelle reexamined her identity autobiography for her applied project, she 
realized that she did not thoroughly discuss her role as a collaborator. As she noted, this 
is a very important role to her and she believes that it is important for general and special 
educators to collaborate in order to help students become more successful. “The success 
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of my students and myself as their teacher are dependent upon my ability to collaborate 
and work with others. Special education and general education cannot be two separate 
islands. We must work together towards education as a continent” (Noelle, archived 
documents, 2010). Through Noelle’s experience in collaborating with her co-teacher she 
felt that there was not a division between the general education teacher and the special 
education teacher. Noelle refers to this experience as two professional who were working 
together to teach all students in the least restrictive environment.  
Nina would certainly agree with Noelle that collaboration amongst educators is 
valuable to students’ success. “The program’s emphasis on inclusive practices has 
impressed upon me the importance of all educators collaborating for the benefit of 
student achievement” (Nina, archived documents, 2010). 
The data from the study supports that the most significant theme that emerged 
was the transformation in all five of the teachers’ thinking about their professional 
practices, and how this transformation is still being sustained in a number of aspects of 
their professional teaching practices. In the next chapter more evidence is shared about 
the transformation in the teachers’ thinking by discussing three reoccurring themes that 
surfaced and support this transformation. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
As an educator focused on teacher preparation, I am passionate about teacher 
preparation programs including opportunities for pre-service teachers to think about what 
it means to work with children from backgrounds that differ from their own and affording 
them authentic experiences in urban schools. I believe it is vital to student and teacher 
success to ensure that teacher residents interrogate their own thinking about who they are, 
where they come from, and how this background impacts their teaching practices 
working with children in urban schools. This study provides evidence that participation in 
UTEP, a program that shares these values, resulted in sustained, meaningful change in 
teachers’ practices as a result of their experience in UTEP. In particular, the most 
significant change that took place in all the teachers was the transformation in their 
thinking. Whether it was thinking about issues pertaining to identity, culture, learning, 
and/or assessment, UTEP provided the teachers with opportunities to interrogate their 
own thinking and, ultimately, making an impact on the way they think about their 
teaching practices years later.  
The data from this study reinforces a similar finding from the original study that 
was conducted concurrently with the UTEP program (Kozleski et al., 2013). We found 
that with increased opportunities to engage in critically reflective practices, the teachers 
began to understand their students and recognized areas of their teaching practices that 
needed to be addressed to make learning more equitable. This finding also holds true in 
the present study. In this chapter, I focus my discussion on the significant theme that 
emerged, a transformation in the teachers’ thinking, and three reoccurring themes: (1) 
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learning about me, (2) learning about them (students and their families), and (3) using 
evidence-based practices. 
Recurring Theme 1: Learning About Me  
Looking across the teachers’ applied projects completed in 2010 and the recent 
data from the interviews and observations conducted for the present study, provides 
evidence that during the teachers original participation in UTEP that a transformation in 
their thinking took place and, importantly, this transformation has been sustained over 
time. The teachers’ stories captured in their applied projects made it clear that learning 
about their own identity and the identity of others influenced their teaching practices and 
the way they interact with their students and their families. As noted earlier, Debbie, 
Nina, and Noelle discussed that by the end of the program they were able to see the 
influence that their personal identities had on teaching and learning and, as a result, were 
able to think more meaningfully about their identity and the identity of others. Breanne 
shared about the power of reflecting and practicing what she learned in the program and 
how it in turn made her a more “conscious practitioner.” Kim made a discovery about 
herself and shared that she is a privileged person. Kim now thinks about the privileges 
she has experienced in her lifetime as well as the privileges others, like her students, have 
not received and this has impacted how she interacts with them.  
Even four years later, the interview and observational data show that the 
transformation in the teachers’ thinking about issues regarding identity, culture, learning, 
and assessment has been maintained and corroborates the data found in the archived 
documents from 2010. The data shows that prior to their experience in UTEP, some 
teacher residents had preconceived ideas about their students and their families that they 
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no longer have. Nina admitted that she thought she understood her students and their 
families in the past but discovered she was judgmental. It was during her experience in 
UTEP that she became more empathetic and now resists the urge to race to the 
conclusion that her students’ families do not care. Kim shared that she is continuing to 
learn about her identity and encourages her students to learn about theirs too. Breanne 
learned about how her own heritage as a Latina has influenced her identity. Breanne 
shared an experience in which she felt marginalized, and resulted in her making a 
conscious effort to have her students learn more about each other and respect their 
individual differences.   
The data from the interviews and classroom observations in this study revealed 
that teachers felt the pressure to follow the scripted curriculum and therefore were torn 
between using supplemental material to better meet their students’ needs and adhering to 
the district’s curriculum. This discovery verifies and extends what Kozleski et al. (2013) 
found in the original study. Despite being torn, this study provides evidence that some 
teachers were still able to supplement their lessons with more relevant material to 
enhance their students’ learning. Whether it was in the form of utilizing other resources, 
incorporating learning tools, or creating a variety of activities to show what students had 
learned, the teachers in this study displayed signs of making adjustments to meet their 
students’ needs. We learned from Breanne that she does not hesitate to make a “quick 
change” from the scripted curriculum and use other resources to help her students’ learn a 
concept if it appears that they are struggling to learn it. Debbie shared that she 
incorporates learning tools (manipulatives, mini white boards) while Nina explained to 
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me during her math observation that she continues to rely on additional research to help 
inform her about current evidence based practices to use with her students.  
Reoccurring Theme 2: Learning About Them (Students and their Families)  
Under this reoccurring theme there were three key words that surfaced across this 
study’s participants: respect, appreciation, and acceptance. After learning about who they 
are and where they come from and how that impacts their teaching, the teachers began to 
understand the importance of learning about their students and their families. The data 
shows that the teachers are making the unfamiliar familiar by learning all they can about 
who they are working with and the community that surrounds them. The evidence 
collected in this study indicates that not only are the teachers getting to know their 
students, but they are also getting to know their families in an attempt to bridge the gap 
between home and school. Cooper (2007) agrees with this argument by providing us with 
research that supports the effectiveness of community based experiences. Cooper 
describes how community based experiences allow middle-class pre-service teachers to 
learn about the cultural strengths of their students and families. The teachers all shared 
the belief that as a result of their participation in UTEP, they now view cultural difference 
as an asset. They respect their students and their families, appreciate the cultural 
difference in their classrooms, and promote acceptance by getting to know each other. 
Whether it is learning about the identities and/or cultures of their students and 
their families, the teachers that participated in this study are taking a more comprehensive 
approach to support student learning in their classrooms. The data also implies that the 
graduates of UTEP are cognizant of the benefit of learning about their school community 
and how this can be accomplished by constructing a community assets map. The 
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participants in this study were amazed at how much they learned about the school 
community when constructing their maps. The teachers discovered a wide range of 
resources that were available in the area surrounding the school and how valuable it was 
to have this information on hand so that they can share it with their families. 
The data also revealed that some of the teachers went beyond the scripted 
curriculum to incorporate more material in their lessons in order to make it more multi-
cultural and relevant. For example the teachers informed me that they were using diverse 
pictures and books that included their students’ cultural background, incorporating 
examples in instruction that represented different cultures, and relying on activities and 
topics that captured their students’ interests. By incorporating information from their 
students’ backgrounds, the participating teachers demonstrated a commitment to 
implementing culturally responsive lessons. This was particularly true of Nina who 
admitted that she was not culturally responsive prior to her experience in UTEP. The fact 
that I observed her utilizing diverse books and pictures in assessment and learning that 
represent her students’ cultures was an indication that she is moving in the right direction. 
I hope the teachers continue to move forward and begin to view culturally responsive 
teaching through a more critical lens.  
As stated previously, when I refer to culturally responsive teaching, I am referring 
to the work of Gay (2002). So when teachers are using a critical lens to view cultural 
responsive teaching they consider the prior experiences and a performance preferences of 
diverse learners and incorporate this information into the curriculum and their teaching to 
make learning more relevant and effective. By using a critical lens, teachers’ are adhering 
to Gay’s (2002) definition of culturally responsive teaching. The evidence from this study 
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shows that Breanne, for instance, is now using a more critical lens when viewing culture 
competence and culturally responsive practices by encouraging her fellow teachers to 
explore their own identity and to be aware of the cultural lenses they use to view their 
students and their families. Breanne feels that being cognizant of this will help teachers 
become more culturally competent and responsive. 
Reoccurring Theme 3: Using Evidence-Based Practices  
For this reoccurring theme, the following key words emerged: RtI, PBIS, 
collaborative teaching, and UDL. The data supports that contention that the participating 
teachers benefitted from learning about evidence-based content during UTEP. During 
UTEP, teachers gained experience creating case studies of students and implementing 
academic and behavioral supports for them. The data gathered for this study indicates that 
the participating teachers found this practice very helpful. Since both of the schools 
included in the study had implemented a school wide approach to RtI and Positive 
Behavior Supports, the teachers found learning about these evidence-based approaches 
relevant and meaningful and the data confirms this. It was clear from this study’s data 
that the teachers were practicing UDL in their classrooms albeit not necessarily 
connecting what they are doing as UDL because they were not always using UDL 
terminology.  
The data tells us that the some of the teachers are using multiple means of 
representation, expression, and engagement in their teaching practices (Rose & Meyer, 
2002, 2006; Rose, Meyer, & Hitchcock, 2005), but referring to it in other terms like, a 
variety of material, additional instruction and examples, and keeping students on track. 
The data from the interviews shows that Debbie, a general education teacher, found the 
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evidence-based practices for special education to be the most helpful for her professional 
practice. Debbie learned different strategies to use with children with special needs and 
discovered that these strategies also worked with her students in general education. The 
data supports that the technical aspects of assessment are helpful. Noelle, who is a special 
education teacher, appreciated the technical aspects of learning about assessments 
because she feels better equipped to assess her students.  
The teacher residents had an opportunity to engage in collaborative teaching (co-
teaching) in UTEP and the data shows that some of the teachers found this to be a 
positive component of the program. By working with two teachers in UTEP, a general 
education teacher and a special education one, the UTEP teacher residents observed how 
they each brought their respective knowledge to the table and worked collaboratively to 
meet students’ needs. During UTEP, the teacher residents recognized how beneficial it 
was to observe this collaboration. While UTEP afforded the teacher residents a glimpse at 
the benefits of co-teaching, unfortunately in practice this was not possible. For example, 
we learn from this study that some of the teachers expressed a desire for administrational 
support for co-teaching at their school since it was not in place at the time of this study. 
Even though the teachers are not currently practicing co-teaching, the data reveals that 
some teachers are still engaging in collaborative practices to meet the needs of their 
students. 
It is apparent that the data from this study supports the finding that all the 
participants’ made a transformation in their thinking that has impacted aspects of their 
professional practices in some way.  The transformation in the teachers’ thinking has 
made them more cognizant of who they are and how that impacts their professional 
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practices. I have witnessed the participants’ challenge their own beliefs about what it 
means to work with children in urban settings. Witnessing a shift in the teachers’ thinking 
has been the most rewarding aspect of my involvement in UTEP. The teachers’ recognize 
the importance of learning about their students and their families to better meet their 
students learning needs. The spaces that UTEP provided for the teachers’ to engage in 
reflective practices and interrogate their thinking about issues pertaining to urban schools 
has influenced their professional practices. The way the teachers’ think about their 
teaching practices, their students and their families, and evidence best practices, was 
altered in UTEP and is still sustained today. 
Implications 
It has been noted previously that white, middle class, female teachers who work 
in urban schools have very different backgrounds than their students and this mismatch 
can no longer be ignored. Ukpokodu (2004) discusses this mismatch between teachers 
and students and informs us that often teachers will lower their expectations for their 
students. Since we already know that the odds are high that children of color will spend 
most of their educational experience working primarily with a white teaching force, it is 
essential that we reexamine how we structure a student’s field experience.  
Teacher preparation programs need to address the “demographic denial” 
(Gutierrez et al., p. 340) and prepare preservice teachers to work in urban schools and 
meet the diverse needs of students in these settings. The work of Singer, Catapano, and 
Huisman (2010) remind us that we need to advocate for redesigning teacher preparation 
programs to provide experiences for preservice teachers that depict the realities of urban 
schools in order for them to truly understand the culture and the community in which 
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they will be working in. The goal should be to retain teachers, so if preservice teachers 
learn about unfamiliar territory and get to know their students and school community, 
then we are more likely to keep them in the profession.  
Limitations 
The data from this study indicates that spaces provided for teachers’ to interrogate 
their own thinking about what it means to work with children from different backgrounds 
than their own can have a positive impact on their profession practices. In light of this 
discovery, I did encounter some issues that I will address in future research. I regret not 
including interview questions that address what the teachers wish they knew more about 
and what support do they need today in their classrooms to continue reflecting deeply 
about their teaching practices and inclusive education.  For the teacher observations, I 
wanted to observe a transformation in all the teachers’ teaching practices. I was not given 
as much time as I originally wanted to observe the teachers. I requested 5 consecutive 
days, but because of scheduling conflicts, I was lucky to observe each teacher for 3 days. 
Some of the transformational descriptors listed on the observational tool/form were hard 
to identify. For example, when focusing on assessment, I was looking for the teacher to 
use multiple assessment methods to account for different ways of learning and provide 
opportunities for students to demonstrate new learning by building on their own cultural 
knowledge. What I was looking for in a transformation did not seem to be fair given I had 
3 days to observe. It would have been interesting to see if there would be a 
transformation over time by observing numerous lessons. 
In spite of some of the challenges I encountered with the data sources, the data 
from the study sheds light on this issue by bringing attention to reflective opportunities 
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that were effective in UTEP and research that supports my argument to include critical 
reflective practices in the design of teacher education and development.  
Conclusion 
The research in the last decade gives us hope about the future of teacher education 
by revealing a new perspective on programmatic designs. This study’s findings reinforce 
Milner’s (2011) research, which maintains that courses can be designed in teacher 
preparation programs to provide pre-service teachers with learning spaces to assist them 
in developing the foundation and understanding that is essential when teaching in diverse 
settings. Milner advocates that “courses need to be developed that focus on the reality of 
these schools, the diversity as well as the homogeneity that are present within them, and 
on the knowledge and understanding necessary to meet the needs of all students” (p. 
345).  
Some programs have successfully been restructured to meet the needs of all 
students by integrating special and general education in to one program (Pugach, Blanton, 
& Correa, 2011). By having an integrated program that promotes teacher inquiry, 
teachers are presented with opportunities to explore the role culture plays in teaching and 
learning. With an inquiry stance and sense of community, teacher candidates are likely to 
feel empowered to make decisions for their students and to change the traditional cultures 
of teaching (Dana & Yendol-Silva, 2003; Mule, 2006).  
Future research should continue to explore UTEP’s legacy and how its individual 
teacher residents continue to respond to this unique program. It should carefully explore 
how the program encouraged the graduates to examine and re-examine their responsivity 
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in the classroom as well as the ways in which they learned to be creators and mediators of 
student learning.  
The research supports that spaces can be designed for preservice teachers to 
engage in reflective practices and think deeply about issues pertaining to urban schools. 
By creating these spaces in teacher preparation the “demographic denial” is being 
addressed and preservice teachers are better prepared to work in urban settings. My hope 
is that all teacher preparation programs will include spaces for preservice teachers to 
engage in critical reflection about what it means to teach children who come from 
different backgrounds than their own. Once teacher education programs restructure their 
programmatic designs to include this feature, the unfamiliar will become familiar and 
teachers will more likely stay in the profession.  
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Course Descriptions for UTEP 
SPE 577 Inclusive Teaching and Learning (3 credit hours) 
Course description: Develops successful learning environments for students using 
evidence-based instructional approaches, collaborative teaching models, and culturally 
responsive practices. 
 
SPE 582 Research and Evaluation in Special Education (3 credit hours) 
Course description: Introduces interpreting research. Specific research techniques with a 
focus on classroom research. 
 
SPE 591 Methods of Teaching Students with Diverse Abilities (3 credit hours) 
Course description: This class explores the nature of learning and its sociocultural roots.  
Students leave this course with a strong background in understand cognition, 
sociocultural views of learning and the practices that teachers can incorporate into their 
lessons to improve learning outcomes for their students. 
 
SPE 574 Educational Evaluation of Exceptional Children (3 credit hours) 
Course description: Design and statistical considerations of normative and criterion-
referenced tests. Collection, recording, and analysis of data from formative evaluation.  
Emphasis on using assessment to inform instruction. 
 
SPE 580 Practicum (4 credit hours each semester for a program total of 16 credit hours) 
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Course description: Structured practical experience in a professional program, co-
teaching with a clinical teacher, supervised by a site professor and site coordinator with 
whom the student works closely. 
 
SPE 599 Thesis (2 credit hours each semester for a program total of 8 credit hours) 
Course description: Supervised research focused on preparation of thesis, including 
literature review, research, data collection and analysis, and writing.  Compilation 
through completion of semester by semester performance based assessments (PBAs). 
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Identity Practicum Syllabus 
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UTEP Presentation 
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Interview Questions 
 
1. How do you view your identity in a multi-cultural, urban setting? 
a. Listen for: teacher inquiry-thinking about their beliefs and values and how 
they impact their professional practice. Critical reflexive practices. 
2. In what ways do you feel more prepared to work with children who come from 
different backgrounds than your own? 
a. Listen for: cultural responsive teaching practices, encourage family 
participation, learn about students’ cultures 
3. Explain how you’re learning and assessment practices honor your identity and 
your students’ cultures. 
a. Listen for: differentiated Instruction, UDL, PBIS, RTI, progress 
monitoring 
4. How do you view your students’ cultures? 
a. Listen for: what students know and bring to school is the anchor for 
specific subject matter. “Funds of Knowledge”. 
5. Is there anything else you took away from your Master’s program that has 
impacted your professional practices in an urban setting? 
Elaboration and Clarification Probes 
 
The following probes help to keep participants talking more about a subject. The 
probes are used to make sure that you’ve understood what the participant has just 
said. Pick the ones that fit the context. 
 
• Give some examples of what you mean. 
• You said it was helpful.  Could you give some evidence of how it was 
helpful? 
• WHY was that important? 
• I didn't quite catch your full meaning. Please run that by me again. 
• I'm not sure I understand what you mean. Could you say more about 
that? 
• Or, rephrase the response as a question. I think I’m beginning to 
understand.  Are you saying that… 
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Observational Tool/Field Notes Form 
 
Author    Date   School  
Who is being 
observed: 
 Grade 
Level 
 What 
should I 
know? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transforming  
 
Teacher’s thinking and work reflects a depth of the knowledge, skills, and values needed to live 
in a pluralistic society. 
Curriculum What do I observe? 
Are the teachers incorporating 
evidence-based practice in their 
classrooms? Teachers create a 
curriculum that invites students to 
explore complex identities and 
consider racial group experiences, 
analyzes power, privilege and social 
stratification, represents a diverse 
range of people, and discusses history 
accurately and thoroughly. 
 
 
 
 
Pedagogy What do I observe? 
Teacher utilizes pedagogical practices 
that include an anti-bias pedagogy, 
positive perspectives on parents and 
families of culturally and 
linguistically diverse students. A 
variety of teaching strategies are being 
used to actively engage students and 
the strategies are connected to 
different learning styles; including 
cooperative, peer and project based 
learning, audio-visual presentations, 
lecture, discussions, and inquiry. The 
teacher reflects on his/her practice. 
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Assessment What do I observe? 
Teacher uses multiple assessment 
methods to account for different ways 
of learning and provides opportunities 
for students to demonstrate new 
learning by building on their own 
cultural knowledge.  Teacher uses 
assessment information during 
teaching to inform instructional 
practices.  
What is being assessed and how? 
 
 
 
 
 
Classroom Management What do I observe? 
The classroom rules, expectations and 
procedures minimize down time, 
maintain student discipline/behavior, 
and maximize student engagement in 
the material. The teacher reinforces 
positive behavior and utilizes 
effective strategies to redirect off-task 
behaviors. Reinforcement of school-
wide norms and use of school-wide 
routines is evident. 
RTI 
BIP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Classroom Design What does it look like? 
Anchor charts are on walls to support 
student work and to reflect 
establishment of rituals and routines; 
flexible arrangement of furniture; a 
variety of student work is displayed. 
Accommodations are in place to 
support all students. 
UDL 
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Applied Project- Narrative Analysis (Thematic Approach) 
 
Name___________________________ 
Semester Key Ideas Quotes 
IDENTITY 
 
 
 
•  •  
CULTURE 
 
 
 
  
LEARNING 
 
 
 
  
ASSESSMENT 
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Information Letter for Participants 
 
Date 
Dear ______________________: 
I am a graduate student under the direction of Professor _____________________________ at 
the Teachers College.  I am conducting a research study which will look at the opportunities 
students had to critically reflect about issues in identity, culture, learning and assessment--this 
pilot study will investigate if Teacher Residents have changed their teaching practice as a result 
of participating in UTEP. 
 
I am inviting your participation, which will involve interviewing you one time for 30 minutes and 
observing one of your lessons for 30 minutes in the classroom. I will conduct one interview and 
one observation over the course of a semester. You have the right not to answer any question, and 
to stop the interview at any time. You also have to right to opt about of the observation. 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary.  If you choose not to participate or to withdraw from 
the study at any time, there will be no penalty, for example it will not affect your employment as 
a teacher. You must be 18 or older to participate in the study. 
 
As a result of participating in this study, you will learn if the UTEP-MA program has impacted 
your teaching practices and in what ways. All your responses to the interview will be analyzed to 
show if opportunities to think deeply about issues in identity, culture, learning and assessment, 
better prepare teachers to work with students in urban schools. There are no foreseeable risks or 
discomforts to your participation. 
 
Your identity will be protected since pseudonyms will be used. Your responses to the questions 
will remain confidential. The results of this study may be used in reports, presentations, or 
publications but your name will not be used.  
 
I would like to audiotape this interview. The interview will not be recorded without your 
permission. Please let me know if you do not want the interview to be taped; you also can change 
your mind after the interview starts, just let me know. The tapes will be held in a locked cabinet 
and will remain there for two years. After the two your time period, the tapes will be erased. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact the research team at: 
____________________and____________________. If you have any questions about your 
rights as a subject/participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you can 
contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board, through the ASU Office of 
Research Integrity and Assurance, at ______________________. Please let me know if you wish 
to be part of the study. 
 
Thank you! 
Laura Atkinson 
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Letter to Parents 
 
Greetings, 
 You may have heard from your child that our class is working on writing 
animal reports. The purpose of this report is to teach your child how to conduct 
research both from text and digital sources and to put it into a well-written essay. 
 The essay needs to be five paragraphs long. After I have met with 
individual students and we have edited and revised their essay, your child will 
word process it here at school.  
 In addition to the essay, your child will be required to produce a small 
project that goes with their essay. Since each child is different and their interests 
vary, I have allowed them to choose from a few different small projects. These 
are: a drawn picture, a brochure, a poster, or a diorama (shoe box scene). The 
project will be worked on at home and school.  The project will be due in class on 
__________________________. 
 The focus is on writing and not the at home project so please do not feel 
the need to go and purchase items. I have asked students to try to use what they 
have at home. 
 I look forward to all the students’ finished products! 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
